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K ί 'Ι Ν Τ  L Y we have meived quite .» numl>er 
Λ  a °* *etit>rs frnm aero-modellers deploring the

shortage of balsa wood in 111 i> country. Some 
- 1 our correspondents go so far as to suggest 

hat supplies are entirely unobtainable. This 
is not the cine, but certainly supplies are 

9^<?r-J7lSm very limited. Naturally, the Services have 
irst call, and, as is well known, balsa wood 

is not home-grown but is imported from the Americas. Con
sequently. supplies are controlled and the model aircraft 
industry receives only such stocks as may l»e released after 
all Service requirements have lieen met.

* That small but regular supplies of balsa wood have been 
released to the trade is a fact within our own knowledge, 
since the Model Aircraft Trade Association has for some 
while co-operated with the Timber Control in regard to its 
allocation. Such supplies as are available are naturally 
being used to the Ijest advantage, and in view of the require
ments of solid scale model aircraft for aircraft recognition 
purposes, the major part has l>een going into kits of this type 
of model and has not !>een run our in strip form for the 
building of Wakefield models !

To deal with the situation, quite an amount of research 
work has been undertaken by prom incut designers, and  
aircraft arc now appearing which are built almost entirely 
of wood other than balsa. Those aero-modellers who are 
prepared to spend a little time thinking things out. and use 
a lighter-sectioned but stronger type of wood, will be able 
to build their models down to a weight little in excess of 
that which would result were they built entirely of balsa. 
As certain types of wood, such as bass wood, satinnoodand 
obcechi, are now liecoming available, we gauge the position 
to be slightly improving, rather than becoming worse. For 
the rest, we feel sure that aero-modellers will nut let the 
present situation get the better of them, but will adapt 
themselves to the changed conditions and produce yet fur
ther intriguing designs. After all. duration is not the only 
thing we seek. There would be considerable merit in build
ing all-birch Wakefield models that could consistently clock 
three or four minutes without the aid of a thermal!

“ Simple Aerodynam ics99
The back outside cover of this issue i* occupied by a 

display of the attractive covers (which, actually, are in full

colours) with which the Harboruigh range of books are 
adorned, and in tiie centre will be noted a new one. This 
further publication will undoubtedly meet a long-felt want 
amongst the younger aero-modellers, and particularly within 
the ranks of the A.T.C. Written by Mr. A. H. Smith, 
author of tlie series of articles on “ Simple Aerodynamics 
published in our early issues this year, this hook runs to 
128 pages. Mr. Smith, who, incidentally, now draws out 
most of the plans appearing in Tint Abro-Modeller, and 
also many for Tut Akko-YIodkjllkr Plans Service, has him
self illustrated the look with a number of sketches, whilst 
it is further enhanced by the addition of some hitherto 
unpublished photographs of various types of model aircraft. 
Copies of the lx*ok may be obtained direct from our Leicester 
«•dices, or from any one of W H. Smith and Son’s liook stalls 
of from any model shop.

“ The A ero-M odeller”  Plans Service
A four-page leaflet describing the full range «»f plans now 

available in the Service may be obtained free from the offices 
of T hk Aero-Modeller, by those readers who send in a 
stamped addressed envelope (size, approximately, 6 in. by 
9 in.).

Also available, free, is a large poster, on one side of w licli 
are printed the names and addresses of all the model aircraft 
clubs in the country, whilst on the other side are given the 
names and addresses of some SOU model shops, from which 
any of tlu; Harboroiigh range «·!' model aircraft looks may 
Ik* obtained.

The “  A ircra ft Identification ”  Competition
Wc* are pleased to record that we have not bad a single 

claim in regard to the awards in the Aircraft identification 
Competition, the results of which were published in our last 
issue hut*one.

This appears t<> indicate that our scrutiny of the several 
thousand entries was correctly carried out. a matter i.pon 
which we Congratulate ourselves . . . and heave no small 
sigh i f  relief!

Oh, ves! we had a letter from a correspondent who was 
quite certain that we had given one incorrect result, and 
that was in regard t · aiferaft No. 78. The correct answer 
was Grumman G.536 despite our correspondent's insistence 
that it was a Percival Q.O
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Cadet R. Rasp with Tm. Akko-Moi>lxm-:h solid silver trophy
It > icon, together with i‘5 rash, with liis solid model oi a 

Slutrt “ Sunderland.”

This correspondent was not alone in this mistake, as we 
found a considerable number of entrants also reckoned that 
the aircraft illustrated was a Percival Q.O.

However, whilst it was admittedly one of the most diffi
cult items in the Competition, the spinner seen in the section 
is actually in the centre of the radial cowling and not at the 
top of a Gipsy cowling. The bulge below the fuselage of 
the Grumman, where the undercarriage legs are contained 
when retracted, is apparent in the picture ; whilst, when the 
wheels of the Percival are retracted, the doors close flush 
with the bottom of the nacelle, and there is no bulge as in 
the Grumman.

'This Competition appears to have been very popular with 
readers, and we hope to organise a further one when Vol. II 
of il Aircraft of the Fighting Powers ” (descriptive of the 
aircraft used by the Fighting Powers during 1941) is pub
lished in December next.

Twin Tail Design
During the past two years the vogue of the twin tail unit 

has developed very considerably in the model aircraft world, 
and appears generally to have met with favour.

In the range of full-size aircraft it appears that twin tails 
have definitely come to stay, judging by the large number 
of aircraft now equipped with them.

A very interesting article has just lieen published in 
flig h t, over the signature of Bruce Foster, B.C.F., D .I.C., 
A.F.K.Ae.S,, iu which a new formula is given for the 
calculation of the tin area.

In introducing this formula, proposed by Mr. F. F. 
'Thompson at the 1940 S.A.F. aeronautical meeting, I)r. 
Foster says: “ In past years, tin and rudder areas were 
fixed to a large extent by considering the wing area, but

wing loading has now increased so much that the wing area 
has decreased greatly. But the instability of the fuselage 
remains and a new criterion for the fin area has lieen ..pro
posed- This takes account only of the fuselage diameter 
(D), length (I.), and length of tail (1).

Thompson considers that adequate tin - rea i> given by
0-4 D2L.

the relation : Fin area = ----- -̂------
No doubt some of the more enterprising aero-modellers 

will try out this new formula and see how it works when 
applied to model aeronautics . . . and we hope to have a 
letter or two describing the results in due course.

One point which is rather interesting in Dr. Foster's 
article is his question as to why the circular shape for fin 
and rudder should l>e adopted . . . when it has an aspect 
ratio of only one ?

Aerodynamic efficiency is just as important for stability 
and control surfaces as for wing surfaces. With greater 
efficiency the surface can l>e smaller, and therefore lighter. 
The fin and rudder of the Sunderland are beautifully de

signed, with about as high an aspect ratio as is ever used, 
and that of the Wellington is very similar."

Another point of interest from this article is the opinion 
expressed that twin fins at the extremities of the tail-plane 
are much more efficient than those set somewhat “ inlxiard.’

Contributions to “ Gadget Review ”
Our new series under this heading) conducted by Mr. 

M. R. Knight, and illustrated by Mr. ( ' R. Moore, has 
undoubtedly met with approval, and will continue monthly.

As we now receive a considerable number of entries, we 
ask the indulgence of those contributors whose ideas are not 
suitable for publication in regard to our not returning them. 
Readers may rest assured that careful consideration is given 
by Mr. Knight to every gadget sent in, but it is only 
possible to publish each month a selection from those 
received.

Mr. Knight, who is well known for his support of the 
low-wing model, recently designed a really at tractive-looking 
model suitable for the beginner, and general arrangement 
drawings, with, a full set of instructions, arc published iu 
this issue. Further sketches showing tile construction of 
details, and a second instalment of instructions, will be 
published in our next issue. Full-size plans of this model 
are also available |>er T hk Aero-Modeller Plans Service, 
together with full building instructions, price 1.6 post free.

A Brainwave
On page 500 we publish, in novel form, building instruc

tions for an unusual type of model. We invite photographs 
of successful flyers, and shall l>e interested to hear what

duration can be achieved !
We should like to hear also from those readers who 

constructed the Hydroplane, plans of which are published 
on page 509.

You Have Been W arned!
A num!.K?r of readers this month wrote to our Leicester 

offices for I'hk Akro- Modeller, saying that they could not 
get a copy from their local newsagent. That was because 
they had not placed an order for regular delivery. The 
demand exceeds the supply since paper is rationed, and the 
only way readers can be sure of a copy is to place a definite 
order for reservation or delivery each month.

D. A. R.
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COMMENT respecting the writer’s recent discourses upon 
low-wing models has been curiously diverse ! It has 

ranged from the lofty eminence of enthusiastic approval 
Well, if this fails to induce those high-wing devotees to 

build low-wing models, nothing will ” —down to what must 
surely constitute the finest example extant of damning with 
faint praise “ That was a jolly good photograph of you, 
old man.”

Several queries have also come to hand, respecting which 
one can only observe that a more careful reading of the 
original articles would reveal tin* answers to he contained 
therein ! Scarcely a tribute to one’s explanatory powers! 
However, the Editor must take a more favourable view, for 
lie has afforded the opportunity to continue these low-wing 
dissertations, this time in the form of descriptions of certain 
low-wing designs. One trusts that they will prove helpful 
as examples of low-wing technique.

Here is the first of the series, the subject being the 
' Kamlet.” a simple design for beginners. Given sound 

design, a low-wing model is particularly suited to tins use, 
since it is less susceptible than any other type to troubles 
arising from imperfect construction, unskilful adjustment, 
and unpractised launching. It will not. of course, he at its 
best under such handicaps, but a flight of some sort can 
usually he coaxed from even the least prepossessing speci
men.

As this description has not only to serve the would-be 
constructor, but also to illustrate design technique, one is 
in the somewhat awkward position of having to compromise 
with conflicting requirements.

1 he Ix^ginner will need a degree of detailed instruction 
that his more experienced co-enthusiast, blissfully forgetful 
of his own one-time lack of comprehension, is prone to regard 
as redundant. One must, therefore, claim the indulgence of 
tlu* latter, since it constantly transpires that the things 
which are regarded by many as so obvious as to be unworthy 
of mention, are nevertheless misinterpreted by many new
comers to our hobby. To the beginner, then, the ensuing 
detailed explanations are particularly directed, and the more 
experienced reader need not feci insulted.

Foundation Facts.
Much in the articles already referred to may have had 

little meaning for the beginner. But one trusts that he will 
have gleaned therefrom one fact of fundamental importance, 
namely, that no model will fly unless the main-plane, tail- 
plane. propeller, and |x>int of balance (termed the centre of 
gravity, or C.G.) arc brought into suitable relationship. This 
U usually secured by appropriate shaping of the fuselage, 
t«> achieve which it is customary to build the left and right 
sides of the fuselage, one on top of the other, on a full-size 
drawing, which in turn is fastened to a building-board. The 
sides are then removed from the board, and joined by means 
of a bulkhead and sundry cross-struts.

The first essential, therefore, is to prepare a full-size 
drawing of the side of the fuselage. In the case of the
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A  31 in . S p a n  T w in - R u d d e r  
“ B e g in n e r 's  T r a i n e r ”

Designed especially 
for “ The Aero-Modeller ”

By M. R. K N IG H T

■ Kamlet. a sheet containing this and all other necessary 
drawings in the form of a blue print can be purchased from 
the offices of this journal, and the inexperienced reader will 
he well advised to avail himself of this facility in preference 
to preparing his own drawings. One is not suggesting that 
he cannot draw, but certain important details arc small 
enough to be overlooked, and one has seen many faulty 
efforts which their jjerpetrators fondly imagined were true 
copies of the original.

The second essential is the building-board referred to, an 
item w hich many would-lie modellers endeavour to dispense 
with, since it entails the trouble of a visit to a timber 
merchant, and the selection of a suitable length of deal. 
Such optimists (the writer has himself been so described 
for expecting timber to be available in war time !) proceed 
to steam lengths of balsa wood. bend them to the shape 
stipulated, and lay them on the full-size drawing in the 
trustful expectation that they will remain in position. One 
has yet to sec emerge from the process a model sufficiently 
free from distortion to be capable of flight. It is a waste 
of time and energy to attempt to build in this manner, also a 
waste of material, which in war time is a misdemeanour ! 
So obtain that building-board right away.

Any odd piece of timber will not do. Beech or oak or 
other exceptionally hard wood will he inconvenient and un
necessarily expensive, while plywood is apt to blister and 
liecome distorted when damped. Deal, or other whitewood 
is the best material. Above all, the board must !>e entirely 
free from any twist, or any structure built upon it will 
inherit the same fault, to the detriment of the model's 
behaviour in the air, It had better he not less than J in. in 
thickness, in order to reduce the risk of subsequent warping. 
A length of 3 ft. 6 in., and a width of 8 in., will enable it 
to lie used for the construction of the largest model that 
you are likely to require- at anv rate in war-time !

Other requirements include some small drawing-pins (not 
brass-headed tacks masquerading as drawing-pins !), .several 
l in. paper clips of the spring type, a hammer, two small 
pairs of pliers, one round-nosed and one flat, several packets 
of ordinary pins, and some safety razor blades of the thin 
double-edge variety.

Do not attempt to carve a propeller for your lirst model. 
Where both mode! and propeller are unknown factors, any 
lack of success may he due to either or both, and will there
fore less easily he traced and remedied. By purchasing a 
propeller of standard type one is enabled to secure the per
formance of which the model is capable, which a “ home
made M version might not achieve. Further, should it frac
ture, through hitting something hard, another of identical 
type can he substituted, thus avoiding any alteration in the 
trim or flying characteristics of the model. On the original

Kamlet " the w riter used a commercial type known as the 
;· Paulownia.” which was strong, efficient, and inexpensive. 
Unfortunately, it is now somewhat difficult to obtain, and 
something approximating to it will have to suffice.
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Constructing the Fuselage.
Coming now to the construction of the “ Ram let," we 

will follow the usual practice of dealing first with the fuse
lage. Cut from the blue print the side view of the fuselage, 
lay it flat nn your building-l>oard, and drive in pins along 
the outer edge of the top and bottom longerons, as indicated 
by the dots on the drawing. Commence at the front of the 
model, and smooth out the drawing as you proceed, so that 
there is no distortion. Hit the pins hard enough to ensure 
that they will stay put, otherwise you may find that some 
will tumble out and allow the fuselage to change shape. See 
also that the pins are upright, or there will be a variation 
in size between the two sides. When you have attended to 
these matters, cut from one of the lengths of J in. by £ in. 
balsa a piece 21 in. ong. This is to form one of the top 
longerons, so place it on the drawing beneath and tight up 
against the upper line of pins. Drive in other pins tight 
against its lower edge to hold it firmly in place. Not 
through the wood, but as indicated by dots on the drawing.

Another 21 in. piece of J in. by £ in. is required for the 
bottom longeron. As it has to be bent to a fairly pronounced 
curve, it would be helpful to steam it thoroughly. This can 
be done by placing one end well into the spout of a boiling 
kettle, leaving it there for one minute, and then reversing ir 
for another minute, it can then be fastened to the drawing 
above and tight against the bottom line of pins. Coax it 
gently into the desired position, and secure with a second 
line of pins, as in the case of the top longeron. Balsa wood 
is somewhat brittle, and a quick or awkward movement may 
cause a fracture.

Now drive in pins along the front edge of each upright 
cross-strut indication, taking particular care in the case of 
No. 1, as upon the accuracy of this depends the achieving 
of the correct angle of the propeller shaft. At this point 
study Fig. 1. which depicts the front part of the fuselage 
side in the· making. The cross-struts, which are lettered 
from A to I.. may lx* tut from the odd pieces of |  in. by J in 
balsa remaining after cutting the longerons. Lay them across 
the longerons, and try to judge the required size of each, 
sepring it with a razor-blade. Then remove to a more con

veilient position, and cut at the point indicated, with a 
slicing movement. Each strut should l>e a loose fit, with the 
upper end square-cut, and the lower end corresponding, as 
well as you are able to contrive, to the curvature of the 
lower longeron. Test them in position, and do not hesitate t< 
scrap any that prove faulty. When you arc satisfied, use then 
as patterr.s to form a second set for the opposite side of the 
fuselage, and with a sharp pencil mark each with the num
ber corresponding to its position, so that you will know 
where each belongs.

Balsa wood is very open-grained, and it is essential, 
therefore, if joints are to hold firmly, to use two coats of 
cement. Apply a little to both ends of each strut, and 
lay them aside to dry. Then, with the aid of a small piece 
of £ in bv £ in. balsa, shaped as in Fig. 2, apply a little 
to the longerons where the struts are to touch. In a few 
minutes you can fit them into place with a second applica
tion of cement. You will find that the first application has 
lengthened them, and they should now be a firm fit. Until 
you are more experienced you are likely to find that soine 
will now l>e too tight a fit. They must be shortened, and 
the double application of cement repeated. Two pins 
against the right-hand edge of each strut will prevent it 
moving out of place. This js particularly important in the 
case of No. 1. for the reason already mentioned.

Now cut and cement into position the diagonal struts be
tween upright struts B and C, C and D, H and J. and K 
and L. Note the correct shape of their ends.

The space enclosed by uprights A and B, and the top and 
bottom longerons, has to be filled in with ^  in balsa 
sheet. The required shape can be found by removing pins 
that are in the wav. lifting the front of the fuselage side 
about } in., slipping the sheet l>eneath, and marking with 
a sharp pencil. Having obtained the required outline, 
withdraw the sheet, replace the fuselage side flat on the 
drawing, and replace the pins. Cut a second piece of sheet, 
using the first as a pattern. Then cement the first piece 
into place with a double application of cement. It should 
lie flat on the drawing.

The space l»etween uprights J and R must be similarly

L IST  OF M A T E R IA L S  R EQ U IR E D  FOR T H E  “ K A M L E T  ”
7 lengths. 8 ft. by  ̂ in by J; in. balsa (longtime.

cross-struts, stringer, and centre spar of main 
plane).

8 length 3 ft. by ^  in. by J in. balsa (main-plane
and tail-plane spars).

1 length 3 ft. by -fa in. by ·,%- in. balsa (central wing 
ribs, A and B).

1 length 3 ft. by 2 in. by -fc in. balsa (wing and 
tail ribs, fins and stringer supports).

1 piece 12 in. by 2 in. by $  in. balsa (assembly
jigs}·

2 bamboo splits, about 12 in. by 3 in. by j\· in.
(undercarriage stmts).

1 piece plywood, 1 millimetre in thickness, 6 in. 
by 2 in., will be sufficient (dihedral rcinforccrs, 
bulkhead and adapter).

1 block of whitewood. I f  in. by 1 in. by J in. 
(nose-piece).

1 birch dowel,  ̂ in. diameter (rear motor-peg).
1 tube balsa cement.

1 tube Durofix or vegetable glue.
1 length steel wire, 18 gauge (propeller-shaft;.
1 length steel wire, 20 gauge (tail-plane saddles.

undercarriage fittings, tail-skid).
1 length brass tube, 20 gauge (undercarriage attach

ment).
1 brass bush, 18 gauge. 1 small tin white paste.
1 large tin banana oil (thin). I dope brush.
2 sheets Japanese tissue (covering wing, tail-plane

and fuselage).
1 pair wheels, celluloid, plastic or wood, l i  in 

diameter.
3 in. of valve tubing (to cover propeller-shaft hook). 
Several large cup washers.
1 reel of cotton.
0 yards rubber strip. J in. by 1 24 in.
1 tin, tube or bottle of rubber lubricant.
Rubber bands, 1 in. 2 in. and 4 in.
1 propeller (whitewood). 10 in. diameter, about 

12J in. pitch.
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''pan of the “  h a m 
let ” is 31 inches, 
length is 20| inches. 
The. constant chord of 
the wing and tail unit 
simplify construction, 
yet do not detract 
from the genrralh 
pleasing “  lines ’* of 

the model.

filled will) sheet. Note the position of the hole, which 
should be just large enough to accommodate a piece of birch 
dowel, £ in. in diameter. Reinforce the hole on one side 
with a small circle of plywood.

One now proceeds to construct the opposite side of the 
fuselage, on top of the first. This time we want the balsa 
sheet which reinforces the front of the fuselage, also the 
piece l**tween uprights J and K., to l»e flush with the upper 
surface of the structure. To secure this it is necessary to 
place beneath it and on top of the first piece of sheet a 
certain amount of packing. Two thicknesses of ^  in. sheet, 
consisting of odd pieces, and not cemented, of course, 
should suffice. Variations in the thickness of the sheet may. 
however, call for additional packing in the form of paper 
or thin card.

Fuselage Assembly.
Allow the sides to remain fastened to the bnilding-lioard 

for some hours, in fact, it is best to leave them until you 
have time to spare to complete the process of assembly. 
This «-alls for accuracy and care, and should nor l>c hurried.

Having removed the structure and the drawing, scrape 
from the building-board any blobs of cement that may have 
adhered to it. Near its centre draw a straight line slightly 
longer than the length of the fuselage. It is marked A in 
Fig. 3. which should now U* consulted. At one end draw 
a line crossing the first at right angles, and marked B.
Then. (> in. from B. draw a similar line C. and 4] in
from that a third line. D. From line Λ, measure 1£ in. t<> 
left and right along lines C and I). and mark these points. 
The distance of in. between the points on C and on D 
represents the maximum width of the fuselage.

We next prepare from in. sheet in. will serve, 
hut is less satisfactory) 4 assembly jigs, the purpose of 
which is to hold the fuselage structure square while you 
are working upon it. They should l>e about 3 in. long and
H in. wide, with one short edge and one long edge square
with «me another. Mark the tested edges in some way (see 
Fig. 4), and cement the tested short edge of >ne jig to the

b. tiding-1Hxird along line with the tesled long edge out 
side and touching the point representing the outside edge 
>4 the fuselage. Reference to Figs. 3 and 4, and to the 
blue print should make the process intelligible.

Another jig should l>e cemented to the opposite end of 
line C, and the 2 remaining jigs in similar positions on 
line D. Hold them in place for a few moments until the 
cement begins to grip, and then secure then» with pins, as 
shown. They must then lx* left to dry, as they will cer
tainly fail to hold the fuselage square if they are able to 
move during the process of assembly.

Meanwhile, the front bulkhead can be constructed, the 
first item needed being a piece of plywood 1 in. by l j  in., 
and perfectly rectangular. Cut away the centre, leaving a 
margin j in. wide, and put the centre-piece aside fur the 
time lx*ing. The other part should now be aftixed with 
Durofix · »r glue to a piece of ^  in. balsa sheet. Balsa 
cement is unsuitable for this purpose, as it is not reliable in 
conjunction with hardwood. When dry. cut the balsa sheet 
to correspond with the plywood part.

The fuselage sides can now be separated by careful use 
of a razor-blade, and any protruding blobs of cement cut 
away. Trim the ends of the longerons flush with uprights 
1 and 11. Place one of the sides, curved· edge uppermost, 
on the building-board, resting against two jigs as in Fig. 4, 
and with the front edge of No. 1 upright touching line B. 
Uprights 4 and 6 should now lx* touching the jigs, to which 
they can be secured temporarily with a touch of cement. 
The top longeron, which is the one resting on the buildings 
board, should In.* held down with a drawing-pin close to 
each jig. Remember that the balsa sheet reinforcing the 
front bay of the fuselage should be flush with the outer 
face, that is. the one nearest the edge of the building- 
hoard Deal in the same way with the opposite side of 
the fuselage.

NEXT M O N TH -
T W O  more pages o f Sketches and a further 

instalment of Building Instructions
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A BRAINWAVE
THE other day I met Gibson in the street.

“ Hullo! ” I said amiably.
Same to you ! ‘ he replied, swiping me heartily on tl»t 

back. Then he announced. " Do you know. I've made a 
model aeroplane! 15

*' That’s nothing. >Vhy, I've made dozens,’’ 1 said, 
haughtily.

" Yes, but mine flics.”
“ Really ! How do you know ? Have you tried it ? I 

was surprised and sceptical.
I wound up the elastic and threw it out of my bedroom 

window.” he answered.
• Well? ”

“ It flew thirty feet."
How high is your lied room window? ”

“ Thirty feet.”
Well, after that 1 sni< 1 <{ Good morning! ” ami passed 

on my way.
I thought of Gibson and his model aeroplane. Ass!

I thought. Then, struck by a sudden idea, J tell into a 
deep coma. ” Gibson's plane went straight downwards. 
An ideal plane for a duration contest would go straight 
upwards. Hininm . . . ” Thus ran my thoughts as 1 
meditated on the problem.

Got it! ” I exclaimed, suddenly, slapping my thigh. 
At least I meant to slap mine, but actually I slapped that 
of an old gentleman who had been sitting beside me. He 
instantly seated himself elsewhere, muttering unpleasant 
things about last straw's and empty lunatic asylums.

However. I certainly had " got it ’’—the idea that was 
going to revolutionise aero-modelling, just as balsa wood 
did in the early days of model flying. The nucleus of the 
inspiration was this, If, on an ordinary aeroplane, the 
propeller pulled the aircraft along, why not put the pro
peller on the top of the aeroplane and pull the aircraft 
upwards?

IH‘ the time 1 reached the office 1 had almost got it 
perfected. At once I set to work to sketch the complete 
masterpiece as I saw it in my imagination. The result of 
much wasted paper and blunted pencils is the ” Sky
scraper.” which may be seen in the accompanying drawing.

As it will l>e observed, two propellers are used, giving 
the advantage of a climb which is twice as fast as it would 
In? with one. Only one rubber motor is required for both 
propellers and, although i say it mvself. I think that this 
is a marvellous idea, what with war-time economy and all 
that.

I'he undercarriage, too. is particularly interesting. It 
consists of four struts with wheels attached, which revolve 
w ith the lower propeller spinner. By this means the model 
may lie flown r.o.g. if desired.

Well, when at last the time came for me to depart from 
ray place of work. 1 had a complete set of plans prepared 
ready for me to commence building the model when I 
arrived at ”  ( ’he/. Nous.” It's a pity, but ‘‘ Smith and 
Brown Limited ” have simply no facilities at all for model 
building in their offices.

Of course, 1 wanted to get home as quickly as possible, 
so instead of catching a bus I decided to walk.

1 was in high spirits, for I felt that there was money to 
be had from my invention. At the hack of my mind there 
\va> a mental image o: a full-size Skyscraper which 
would prove of valuable use to the R.A.F. for parachute

jumping practice. There would be a sort of platform around 
the fuselage on which the men would be carried up.

When I was only about six miles from home I had the 
misfortune to encounter Gibson again.

!‘ H u llo !” lie said, cheerfully. ·· Did I tell you about 
my model aeroplane ?

” Yes ! ” I answered, wearily. But listen to this I 
have invented a model which flies straight upwards!

·* Gam ! " ejaculated Gibson, incredulously.

I immediately pulled the drawings from my pocket and 
began to explain the technicalities to my friend· while an 
interested populace looked on.

When I :iad finished he seemed rather awe-struck. H- 
came to after a moment though, and said. ** Yes. but what 
happens when the motor runs out? ”

[Readers w ill find out by constructing the model . . . it's 
good fun. —E d.]

w



YES! BE PREPARED
Times are difficult, but that is no reason why 
you should not be looking confidently forward 
to the future. Your future will be what you 
make it. Use your spare time to increase your 
earning power, then war or no war 
your future will be secure. -

E A R N I N G  P O W E R  IS  A  S O U N D  I N V E S T M E N T

DO A N Y  O F T H E S E  S U B JE C T S  IN T E R E S T  Y O U ?
A ccou ntan cy Exam in atio n s  
A dvertis in g  and S a le · M anagem ent 
A g ricu ltu re
A . M .I. F ire  E . E x am in atio n ·
A p p lied  M echan ic ·
A rm y  Certificate*
A u ctio n eers and E sta te  Agent*
A v ia tio n  Engineering
A v ia tio n  W ire le ss
Banking
B lue  P rints
B o ile rs
Book-keeping, A ccountancy and Mods 

Business M ethods
B . Sc. (Eng.)
B uild ing , A rch ite ctu re  and C le rk  

W o rk s
B u ild ers' Q u an tities
C am b rid g e  Sen ior School C ertif ica te
C iv il  Engineering
C iv il  S erv ice
A ll C o m m e rc ia l Subjects
C o m m e rc ia l A r t
C o m m o n  P re lim ., E .J .E .B .
C o n cre te  and S tru ctu ra l Engineering  
D raughtsm anship . A ll branches

Engineering. A l l branches, subjects 
and E xam inatio ns  

G e n e ra l Education  
G .P .O . Engineering  Dept.
H eatin g  and Ventilating
In d u stria l C h em istry
In stitu te  o f H ousing
Insurance
Journalism
Languages
M athem atics
M atricu lation
M etallu rgy
M ining. A ll subjects
M ining. E le c tr ica l Engineering
M o to r Engineering
M o to r Trad e
M unicipal and C o un ty  Engineers
N av a l A rch ite ctu re
N ovel W ritin g
P attern  M aking
Play W ritin g
Po lice , Specia l C o u rse
P re cep to rs , C o lleg e  of
P ress To o l W o rk
P roduction  Engineering

Pum ps and Pum ping M achinery  
Radio  C o m m u n icatio n  
Radio S erv ice  Engineering  
R .A .F . Specia l Courses  
Road M aking and M aintenance  
Salesm anship , I.S .M .A .
Sanitation
School A tten d an ce  O fficer  
S e c re ta r ia l Exam s,
Sheet M etal W o rk  
Shipbuild ing  
Shorthan d  (P itm a n ’s)
S h o rt S to ry  W ritin g  
Speaking in Public  
S tru c tu ra l Engineering  
Surveying
T e ach e rs of H an d icraft  
Telephon y and Telegraphy  
T e lev isio n
T ra n sp o rt  Inst. Exam s.
V ie w e rs , G au g ers , Inspectors  
W eig h ts and M easures Inspector  
W eld ing
W ire le ss  Te legraphy and 

Telephony  
W o rk s  M anagers

I f  you do not set your own retirements above, write to us on any subject. Full particulars free.

Y O U  C H A N G E  M Y  
E X P R E S S I O N ?

IK  S O . Y O U  M A Y  BE T H E  
A R T IS T  that C O M M E R C E  

IS  W A IT IN G  F O R  
Ju st try  it fo r yourself, trace o r 
draw  the ou tline, then  pu t in 

the  features.
T h e re  a r e  h u n d re d s  o f o p e n in g s  in  c o n n e c 
tio n  w ith  H u m o ro u s  P a p e rs , A d v e r tis e m e n t 
D ra w in g , P o ste rs , C a le n d a rs , C a ta lo g u e s , 
T e x tile  D es ig n s , B o o k  I llu s t r a tio n s , e tc ., e tc . 
60%  of Com m ercial A rt W ork is clone by 
“ F ree L a n c e "  A rtists who d o  the ir work at 
hom e and sell it to  the  highest b idders. M any 
C om m ercial A rtists draw  retaining fees from  
various sources; others p refer to  work full-tim e 
em ploym ent o r partnersh ip  arrangem ent. We 
teach you not only how to draw  w h a t Is w an te d , 
bu t how  to m ake buyers w a n t w h a t y o u  d ra w . 
M any of ou r studen ts  w ho originally took up  
Com m ercial A rt as a bobby have since tu rned  it 
in to  a full-tim e paying protrusion w ith studio  
and staff o f  assistant artists— there is no  lim it 
to  the  possibilities.

L e t us send full particu lars for a F R E E  
T R IA L  and details o f o u r course for your 
inspection. You w ill be  un d er no  obligation 
w hatever

A R T  D E P T . 119

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A COMPLETE COLLEGE 
EVERY STUDENT IS A CLASS TO HIMSELF

THE MOST SU CCESSFU L AND M O ST §  
PROGRESSIVE COLLEGE IN THE WORLD

STUDY AT HOME IN 
YOUR SPARE TIME

J O U R N A L I S M
Short Story, Novel and Play Writing
T h e re  ia m oney and pleasure in 
Journalism  and in  S tory  W riting. No 
apprenticeship , no  pupilage, no ex
am inations, no outfit necessary. W riting 
for new spapers, novels o r  p ic tures is not 
a g ift; it is a science tha t can be ac
qu ired  by diligent application and

f troper guidance. I t is rhe most 
aacinating way of m aking pastim e 

profitable. T ra ined  ability only is 
requ ired , we do  the  train ing  by post 
Let us tell you all abou t it.

D E P A R T M E N T  of L IT E R A T U R E  II»

IF  Y O U  A T T E N D  T O  T H IS  N O W , IT  M A Y  M A K E  
A  W O N D E R F U L  D IF F E R E N C E  T O  Y O U R  F U T U R E

COUPON -----C U T  T H IS  O U T

T O  D ept. I I» , T H E  B E N N E T T  C O L L E G E  L T D .. S H E F F IE L D  

Pleas· send me (free of charge) Particulars o f........................................ ..........
Your private advice ab o u t....................................

(Cross ou t line which docs not apply)

PLEASE W R IT E  IN  B LO C K  LETTER S

Name
Address
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A Composite Model B y  F . S P IE G L

Mayo mnl Main—I III' inspiration of many a ttempts at modal 
composite combinations. Surely one of the finest achievements 

in the world of flyinp.

A I· I l·. l< reading Mr. Pemberton-Hilling's Ixiok on " The 
lielenec. Against tin* N ig it-Bomber, ’ * especially the 

chapter on the *· slip-wing " lighter, I wondered whether 
any aero-modellers would attempt to use this, or a similar 
device, on two models.

Briefly. tin- idea is this : the upper component, which is 
a power-glider with the I nvest practicable wing loading, 
carries the lower on patrol until an enemy plane is sighted. 
The lower component, a small single-seater, is then released, 
having the advantage of a warm engine, height, and a full 
fuel supply. The two components take off and llv as one
biplane until the moment of release.

If use is made of this idea in aero modelling, it can be 
made to a» t automatically, I think, in this wav : The upper 
component is of the single-engined pusher type with tricycle 
undercarriage (see plan). Λ short piece of aluminium curtain 
rod is fixed to the pusher, while the rollers (as supplied with 
the curtain rail) are fastened to the lighter. (Any 'plane, 
if its size is suitable, can be converted.)

Both planes arc fully wound up. When tin.* pusher is 
wound up tin* spring I) on tin* anchorage hook is compressed 
and swings the nose wheel forward {see sketch). Spring D

should have about 20 per cent of the power of the motor. 
lh.it is i. say. it should not extend until 70 per cent of the 
power is exhausted. This can be regulated by varying tiie 
amount of rubber or cutting coils off the spring D.

Then the two components are fitted together so that the 
airscrew of the lighter is prevented from revolving by the 
spat of the nose wheel.

When nearly all the power of the pusher is expended, the 
spring 1) expands, pushing the nose-wheel backward, there
by disengaging the fighter’s airscrew, which starts revolving 
in the ordinary way. The rollers slide off the rail, partiv 
because they are. pulled off bv the forward motion of the 
tighter, and partly liecause the pusher should by then have 
commenced to glide, e.g. the rollers will “ roll downhill.

B. The flat spring 0  acts similarly to the spring in a 
penknife, namely, it allows the wheel to have only two fixed 
positions.

Part F , the centre part of the ‘‘ nose wheel-leg," is l>cst 
made of three-ply or hard balsa, as it would be quickly 
worn away bv the fiat spring if of soft balsa. K (IB s.w.g. 
piano wire bent to shape as shown) allows spring I) to slide 
fore and aft. bur prevents anchorage from twisting.
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WHAT IT S LIKE IN THE A.T.C.
By William Dean

Feeling lhut there must he many' readers oj T he Aero-Modeller cl ho hare only a 
■ ague idea as to what goes on in the A .T .C ., Cadet William Dean, of the 125///
{Cheltenham) Squadron, has written the following article, which he describes as " a  

rough outline of the A .T .C . and its functions ” for the tl uninitiated. ”
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LIKE many others between the ages of JO and 18, I 
rushed ti- join the A.T.C. soon after hearing about 

the new scheme on February 1st. which, as Mr. ( \  A. Rippon 
so aptly put it. *'* will long l>e remembered as n red-letter 
day for the youth of Great Britain.”

On finding out the address of the local squadron I made 
my way there, where, together with several other eager 
recruits. 1 was interviewed bv the Commanding Officer. 
Details of my age. etc., were taken down, and I was then 
asked as what 1 ultimately hoped to be in the R .A .F.? 
** Pilot, sir,’1 was my reply, of course, just like 99 per cent 
of the other “ hopefuls.’ ° Very well.” came the answer, 
“ Air ( rew Section then.” ** Look sharp, and you can just 
make the met. class in Room 2 .” T just did make it. The 
lecturer was taking Conditions of the Atmosphere, ’ in 
which (much tn my delight) thermal up-currents figured 
prominently !

Lectures of this kind usually last an hour. Cadets taking 
notes and making rough sketches, after which the entire 
squadron is assembled and the roll taken. Sports Fund (Id.) 
is collected and any notices or orders are read out. The 
squadron is about 125 strong. About #5 per cent of ir is 
composed .»(' new recruits who have joined since February 
1st, the remainder being members of the old Air Cadet 
Corps.

After being dismissed l followed the general rush for the 
canteen, where 1 soon managed to smell out someone who, 
like myself, was afflicted with the “  balsa bug.” To my 
delight he was able to inform me that quite a large miml>cr 
of the chaps were keen on aero-modelling, a class being held 
once a week dealing with design and construction.

Morse, navigation, meteorology and mathematics are the 
main subjects taught, for which exams, are going to be 
set from time to time. The results of these, together with 
regular attendance., will figure largely in the recommenda
tion a Cadet will get when he finally becomes eligible for 
service at eighteen. Training occupies quite a large part 
of one’s spare time, as will Ire seen from our time-table 
below :

Tuesday : 7 to 9, aero-model ling class.
Wednesday : 7 to 8, drill ; 8 to 9. lecture.
Thursday : 7 to 9. mathematics.
Fridav : 7 to 8. drill ; 8 to 9. lecture.

The aero-modelling and mathematics classes are optional, hut 
practically evervLidv attends the latter. As our master puts 
it : “ Good maths, are an essential part of the foundation 
upon which your R.A.F. training will be built.”

The C.O. always emphasises the importance of attending 
the classes regularly and taking the work seriously. To 
a new recruit he usually says, ·* The A.T.C. cannot l*e 
taken lightly either join with the firm intention of working 
or keep put.”

The aero-modelling class designed several models 
which were entered for The Aero· Modeller Trophy 
Competition. Nearly all the members of the class have 
had some exf&rience with models, mostly rublicr.-powered,

with just a few ” gas jobs.” so some interesting ideas re
sulted. As well as die competition there is die added attrac
tion of an award for the best model made by a member 
of the squadron (to be judged on flying characteristics, dura 
tion and general finish). The models are going to be made 
at the local Art School. «*nc of the masters having kindly 
offered us the use of the school's paint spraying plant when 
the doping stage is reached.

Anyone who has had anything to do with models at all 
has. in mv opinion, got a definite advantage over the average 
recruit when it comes to understanding the theory of flight, 
etc. T think Air C A. Rippon will agree with me that 
if anyone i> a good modeller he should get on all right in 
the A.T.C.

As is only natural with a comparatively new organisation, 
some people are inclined to think of the A.T.C. as a glorified 
Scout Movement. (Having Leu a member of the latter for 
several years 1 am inclined to look upon this as a compli
ment, but that’s not the way they mean i t !) In other 
words, they belong to the same tribe as those who call 
aero-modelling “ playing with toys.” 'That this view is 
hot shared by the R.A.F. was proved recently to us of the 
125th Cheltenham Squadron when an officer from a nearby 
station paid us a visit. He told us that we were taken 
very seriously by the R.A.F., so it was therefore up to 
us to take ourselves seriously as well. He also told us
that wc would get the chance very shortly of visiting S -----
Aerodrome with a view to gaining practical instruction in 
connection with the theoretical instruction we had already 
done and were doing. Then he let loose the tit-bit of the 
evening. “ This will include actual flying,”  he concluded.

After this “ hot ” piece of news the chaps who had 
already " been up ’ became the centre of attraction, ques
tions being flung at them right and left. 41 How long for? ” 
“ Was  it an Anson? ” 54 What did it feel like coining
down . . . ? ”

I could rot finish off without mentioning one thing which 
was impressed upon me as a newcomer right from die start. 
That is the keenness generally which is shown by everybody 

in the Squadron, including the instructors. Our instructors 
really are die “ best." and I think we all realise just how 
lucky we are to have them conic along after a hard day’s 
work and devote their further time to the A.T.C.

In my opinion the A.T.C. has li come to stay.”  This 
time there just can’t be only a half-hearted effort to keep 
things moving, as was with the case with the Civil Air 
Guard and die Air Defence Cadet Corps. I wonder how 
many of the old members of the former remember only too 
well the big send-off the C.A.G. was given, only to be 
quashed in its infancy?

In conclusion. I should like to join with M. de Bunsen, 
who urges in the April issue of Aeronautics that gliding 
should lie resumed with a view to giving the A.T.C. primary 
training and a general outlet for enthusiasm. That the 
Germans realise the value of this type of training can lie 
judged by their extensiv» activities in this direction already.
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S s T O S U  Λ -  Μ I -  m
CONDUCTED BY M - R - K N I G H T  * i l l u s t r a t e d  b y  C - R U P E  R T *  M O O R E

HARD upon the acceptance of the Chair of Practical 
Gadgetry in T he A ero-Modeller Seminary has 

come an impressive pile of brain-waves, which is rapidly 
being added to as a result of the Editor’s recent invitation 
to readers. It would seem, therefore, that the “ tearer-orf 
of buttons ” and the “ bunger-up of rat-’oles '* are not the 
only folk who have found a job for life !

Many of the ideas submitted are of considerable interest, 
and in some cases well worth adopting. Others exemplify 
the truth of the adage that there is nothing new under the 
sue, for they are already in use, or have been used and 
forgotten, to be reinvented now. A few suggestions, to l>e 
quite frank, represent merely a different way of doing some
thing, usually rather less satisfactorily than by accepted 
methods. Occasionally, a contributor will reveal that he is 
a newcomer to our hobby by suggesting some idea already 
incorporated in designs described in this journal.

Not every contribution can be used, therefore, but send 
them along, and they can soon be sorted out. It would be 
helpful, though, if the senders would indicate whether or 
not they had tried their idea, and with what success. A 
few do, but more frequently there is nothing to indicate 
whether snags were encountered, and how they were over
come, whether the idea worked without trouble, or whether 
it is just an inspiration that came in the “ wee sma’ hours,” 
and is awaiting an attempt at application. One does form 
an opinion on this subject, but a grain of information would 
l>e preferable to a pound of speculation, and would enhance 
the usefulness of this section.

This month we will begin with a few undercarriages. 
Fig. 1 shows a type which, like that of the Brewster Buffalo, 
retracts into the sides of the fuselage. It is submitted by 
Mr. O. R. Mad dock, of Sutton, Surrey, and has the merit 
of avoiding any change in the longitudinal trim of the model. 
On the other hand, it involves fairly considerable depth in 
the fore part of the fuselage, so have a care with your fin 
area. A careful study of the sketch should render this brief 
description understandable.

Each undercarriage strut is in two parts, the lower being 
sprung and binged to the upper, so that it tends to fold. 
Th s is prevented "bile the model is on the ground by the 
weight of the machine bringing an arm at the top of the 
lower strut hard against the upper strut. Further, a thread 
is taken from the arm to a pin X which is embedded in a 
streamlined block of rubber beneath the fuselage. On the 
model becoming air-l>ornc, a rubber cord Y anchored within 
the fuselage pulls the strut upwards, thereby withdrawing 
the pin from the rubber-block.

Careful fitting is obviously needed to secure that each 
wheel shall fit snugly within the, “ well ” provided in the 
side of the fuselage. The well is constructed by wrapping 
A  in. balsa strip around a waxed cylinder of suitable dia
meter, such as a broom handle, damping the outside of the 
strip, cementing the inner side, and securing the ends with 
a pin until the cement dries. Stringers will have to be cut

away to accommodate each well. Suitable shaping of die 
outer face of each wheel will enable the constructor to 
dispense with die complication of wheel cover plates.

Fig. 2 depicts an undercarriage which retracts and 
“ conies down again ” when the motor is unwound. It is 
devised by Mr. L. Townsend, of Halifax, and is applicable 
to a light-weight scale or “ near scale ” fighter.

The vortical strut which carries each wheel works within 
a sleeve, which is hinged at the top to allow it to fold out
wards into the wing. When the model is on the ground 
its weight upon the wheels causes each strut to project 
slightly from the top of die sleeve against the pull of a 
rubber band X, and in so doing it slips into a recess in a 
horizontal member cemented to the rib F, thus locking the 
strut in the extended position. From the top of the sleeve- 
a thread passes out to rib G, around a wire loop, and then 
inwards through guides in the ribs to the fuselage interior, 
where it joins the corresponding thread from the opposite 
wing. It then passes down the fuselage, through a hole in 
bulkhead R. to an anchorage in a sliding bulkhead C. The 
rear rubber-hook also passes through B, ami is anchored to 
C\ while C is secured to the sternpost by a short length of 
stout rubber cord.

Retraction is effected in the following manner: The ten
sion of the motor pulls bulkhead C forward, thereby 
slackening the threads. Directly the model leaves the 
ground the vertical wheel-carrying strut slips out of the 
recess through the action of the rubher band X already 
referred to, and another rubber band λ' connecting the top 
of the sleeve with rib E rotates the sleeve until it is hori
zontal, and the wheel inside the wing.

Conversely, the slackening of the motor allows the short 
rubber cord to pull bulkhead C rearwards, thus tightening 
the threads, which pull the undercarriage down against the 
lesser tension of the band Y, which retracted it. As the 
wheels take the weight, the strut is pushed up into the 
recess, and so locked in the down position.

A simple means of retracting a single-wheel undercarriage, 
devised by Mr. D. H. Ashworth, of Edgeley, Stockport, is 
shown in Fig. 3. It would serve for the front leg of a tri
cycle, and be applied to the conventional two-wheel type.

At the top of the leg is a bridge-piece, which is free to
move up and down within two flattened aluminium tubes,
against the tension of a rubber band X. The weight of the 
model, taken by the wheel, lifts the bridge to the top of the 
tubes, and brings the right-angled ends A behind the wire 
catch B, so that the strut is held in the extended position.
As the model takes off the band pulls the bridge to the
bottom of the tubes, and the ends A, dropping clear of 
the catch, allow the strut to be retracted by a rubber band 
Y anchored within the fuselage.

Λ method of incorporating a reasonable degree of spring
ing with the spatted undercarriage employed on such types 
as the Miles Magister, is suggested by Mr. G. T. Tollett, 
of Sittingbourne. and is shown in Fig. 4 Tt makes use of
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a resilient bamboo strut, with the wheel attached by a simple 
wire bracket. An alternative arrangement, more suited to 
such a type as the Lysander, which has rigid undercarriage 
struts, is to hand from Mr. P. Niblett, of Sidcup (Fig. 5). 
One would suggest that the “ knee ” type of wheel carrier 
employed by Mr. Niblett could profitably be used in con
junction with the bamboo strut proposed for the Magister.

Details of a very satisfactory form of unretracting single
strut undercarriage, particularly suited to “ scale-ish ” free 
lance models, are to hand from Mr. J. R. Vanderbeek, of 
Victoria, S.VV.l (Fig. 6). The wire fitting which plugs 
into two brass tubes within the fuselage must be very 
securely lashed to the bamboo strut. For models weighing 
not more than 4 oz. 18 gauge wire should sutlice, while 
models weighing not more than 8 or 9 oz. would need 10 
gauge. Λ realistic appearance can be secured by attaching 
to the strut a fairing of balsa. From the same correspon
dent comes a simple idea (shown inset in Fig. 6) for a 
sprung tail-wheel which plugs into a paper tube.

A means of imparting the exceptional degree of move
ment desirable with a ski undercarriage is depicted in Fig. 7, 
and is suggested by Mr. A. O. Sutcliffe, of Hucknall. The 
reviewer suggests that the vertical struts should Ixj con
nected by horizontal struts to hold the skis the correct dis
tance apart, and that the hooks to which the rubber bands 
arc attached should be soldered to the vertical struts instead 
of piercing the skis and the lower longerons.

How refreshingly widespread is the offensive spirit is 
evidenced by the number of suggestions for releasing bombs 
or parachutes from models. Fig. 8 illustrates tire bomb- 
dropping arrangement favoured by Mr. D. Thomas, of 
Buckfast. When the motor is wound, the bomb doors be
neath the fuselage, which are of balsa sheet, and hinged 
by tissue to the longerons, are pulled open from outside, the 
bombs inserted, and the doors closed. One end of a right- 
angled wire, the upper end of which “ floats ” on the air
screw-shaft between two fixed washers, is slipped through 
two wire catches on the inside of the doors, thus holding 
them shut. The release of the motor tension allows the 
spring in front of the airscrew to pull the shaft forward, 
an d ’this draw's the. wire out of the door-catches, thus allow
ing the weight of the bombs to force the doors open.

It might be Ικ-tter to reserve such operations as bomb and 
parachute dropping for after-the-war displays, for boml>s 
which do not “ go off with a bang ” would scarcely be 
noticed, while those which do might, in common with model 
parachutes, induce such an individual as the one who 
recently castigated the reviewer for the crime of “ sending 
up toy gliders ” in war-time to turn out the local Home 
Guard !

Considerable interest is being taken in “ feathering "  air
screws, the blades of which, when the power runs out, auto
matically take up a position in which they offer minimum 
resistance, and so improve the glide of the model. They 
offer one advantage over the alternative arrangement of 
folding airscrew blades, namely, that they leave unaffected 
the longitudinal trim of the model.

Mr. V. M. Brownbridge, of Thorne, near Doncaster, 
sends details of the single-blade feathering airscrew shown 
in Fig. 9. Attached to the boss will be noticed a sleeve, of 
material not specified, in which the blade root is free to 
turn. Embedded in the root is a curved wire guide, which 
can move along a slot in the sleeve. The front of the air- 
screw-shaft is bent to a right-angle (one would suggest the 
incorporation of a winding loop), and slipped into the 
guide. Actuated by the tension of the rubber motor the

shaft-end forces the guide along the slot in the sleeve until 
the airscrew blade reaches the desired pitch angle. When 
the motor is unwound the trip on the rear of the airscrew- 
shaft stops die shaft rotation, the pressure on the wire guide 
ceases, and the airscrew blade is free to assume the angle of 
minimum drag.

Feathering airscrews, in common with many other gadgets, 
have their tricks, and one would like to hear further from 
Mr. Brownbridge as to any difficulties encountered. On 
this subject, as a matter of fact, an informative letter is to 
hand from Mr. Vanderbeek, whose single-strut undercarriage 
has already been described. He reports dial until he used 
blade stops his particular type of feathering airscrews flut
tered badly, and when the power ceased “ did a spot of 
flutter, feathering, and free-wheeling backwards and for
wards, which made the model’s glide path about 1 in 2 ” 1 
The introduction of a 80 gauge wire spring, and two stops 
(see Fig. 10), in conjunction with die time-honoured spring 
motor-trip, cured the trouble, air pressure sufficing to push 
the blade over the spring. To guard against broken blade 
hinges caused by the model occasionally touching down 
before the motor was fully unwound, he slipped the 18 
gauge hinge wire through a brass tube resting in a recess in 
the leading-edge of the blade, and securely lashed and 
cemented to die blade. In conclusion, this correspondent 
disclaims credit for the basic principle of this type of air
screw, pointing out that he based his experiments upon an 
article in the 1987 edition of Zaic’s Year-Rook.

fo r those who prefer somediing simpler than feathering or 
folding airscrews, there arc available sundry devices for 
enabling the airscrew to free-wheel when the power ceases. 
Quite a neat and convenient form is submitted by Master K. 
Gibson, of Bispham, Blackpool. It is shown in Fig. 11. 
Secured to the leading edge of one airscrew blade is a brass 
tube, in which a wire with each end bent to a right-angle is 
free to turn. The tension of the motor brings the l>ent-over 
front end of the airscrew-shaft against one end of the angled 
wire, turning it until its opposite end is pressing against the 
airscrew blade. Thus the airscrew is taken round as the 
shaft rotates. On the removal of the motor tension when the 
rubber skein is unwound, the angled wire simply “ idles ” 
in its tube, and the airscrew is free to rotate.

Our final description this month relates to a means of 
transforming a rubber-powered model into a glider, and is 
suggested by Mr. K. Hays, of Heckmondwike. As an 
economy measure it has possibilities—especially if modelling 
materials come to be sold by coupon ! though, of course, 
such a dual purpose model can scarcely l>e expected to 
achieve an outstanding performance in both guises.

The conversion calls for a brass tube crossing the lower 
longerons in the region of the model’s centre of gravity, and 
a special nose-block, weighted to compensate for the absence 
of the airscrew, into which has been forced the front end 
of a special fitting of 18 gauge wire, incorporating two tow- 
line hooks (Fig. 12). Undercarriage, motor, airscrew and 
usual nose-block having been removed, the weighted nose is 
strapped into position, and the rear ends of the wire fitting 
plugged into the aforementioned brass tul>e. The altered 
model must, of course, be retrimmed, and usually it will be 
found helpful slightly to reduce the angle between the wing 
and the tail-plage. r

One would suggest that the wire fitting be bent to move 
the hooks slightly to the right of the centre-line of the 
fuselage, as seen from the rear, so that a straight launch 
could l>e secured while enabling the glider to be trimmed 
for circling flights.
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Manufactured by E. K E IL  & C O . LT D ., LONDON, E.2. Also distributors fo r : Skyleada, Cloudcraft, Drome, Studiette, Truscale, Veron, etc.

F L Y I N G  S C A L E  M O D E L S
Plus 1/- tax. Postage 7d. extra.

s
Just as the Hurricane* and Spitfires of the R.A.F. have 
proved their superiority over everything else that flies, 
so have the Keil Kraft Scale Models of these famous 
aircraft demonstrated their amazing abilities. Designed 
by long-experienced aero-modellers, Keil K raft ’planes 
incorporate all those advance features of construction 
which give maximum performance. Always build with 
Keil Kraft Kits and be sure of better models and longer 
flights.

A FULL RANGE OF SUPERB FLYING
SCALE KITS ★  SPITFIRE *  HURRICANE
+  MILES MASTER *  FAIRY BATTLE *  LYSANDER
*  BLACKBURN SKUA *  CURTISS X.P. 40 (YOMAHAWK)
*  HE»NKEL H.E. 112 *  MESSERSCHMITT B.F. 10? *
BOULTON PAUL DEFIANT

DURATION FLIGHT
30 In. Span

AJAX 4/6
24 in. Span

ACHILLES?/-
MODELS Plus 11- tax. Plus 8d. tax.

Pottage of either 7d. extra.

S E E  T H E M  A T  Y  O U R  J )  E A L E R 5 T O D A Y
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S C O R E

SUCCESS IN 
GAMAGE CUP

“AJAX” DURATION MODEL
SECURES SECOND PLACE WITH 
FLIGHT OF γ ΐ  MIN. 4 3  SEC. O.O.S.

T H E  E N T H U S I A S T I C  B U I L D E R  O F  T H I S  M O D E L  W R I T E S  :
4,4 I entered an A jax in tin* Gamage Clip and 
gained second place. Flight was timed o.o.s. 
directly above lake-oil for 17 min. 48 see. It was 
the very sound design of your model which 
decided me to build and enter it. My only regret is 
that 1 have not heard anything of it since it flew 
away into the clouds.” —(Signed) Michael Jennings.

You, too, can build successful Keil Kraft models 
which will give you the same satisfaction as 
expressed by this Gamage Cup · competitor. 
W hether you specialise in D uration or Flying 
Scale Models, depend on Kcil Kraft Kits for the 
simplest instructions, finest m aterials and best 
results.

AJAX JO in. HIGH WING. CABIN. DURATION MODEL. 
Fuselage com plying to S.M.A.E. formula. 4/6 FLYING SCALE SERIES (including all ACE types)

ACHILLES
(Plus I / ·  tax)

?.4 in. HIGH W ING. CABIN. DURATION m  /  
MODEL. Fuselage com plying to S.M.A.E. i / 1® 
formula.

Both K its com prise: READY CU T RIBS, instructions, easy-to-rcad (Plus fid. tax) 
plan, cem ent, tissue paste , rubber and all m aterials for the 
complete construction.

Postage on e ither 7d. ex tra.

Spitfire. Miles M aster, Curtiss X.P.40 (Tom ahawk). Lysandcr, H aw ker 

H urricane. Fairey Battle, Skua, Heinkel He 112. M esserschm itt 

B.F.I09. B.P. Defiant.

Postage 7d. ex tra.

4/6
each

(plus I , - tax).

Manufactured by E K E IL  & C O . LT D ., LONDON, E.2. Also distributors fo r :  Skyleada, Cloudcraft, Drome, Studiette,  T ruse ale, Veron, etc·

S E E  T H E M  A T  Y O U R  D E A L E R S  T O D A Y
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SCALE MODEL AEROPLANES
OBTAINABLE AT ALL,GOOD TOYSHOPS AND STORES/

M A D E  I N  E N G L A N D  B Y  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  M O D E L  A I R C R A F T  L T D
fo r the Tole Concessionaires. L IN E S  BRO TH ERS LTD.. TR/ ANC WORKS. MORDER ROAD MERTON. S.W. /9
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A SUPER DETAILED SCALE
I inch— I foot

G E N E R A L -A IR C R A F T

'O W L E T "
A new departure in 

-  __  scale m o d  e l tech
nique. in  which the 
fuselage is built in 
two halves, sim plify
ing transport.

By W . R. JONES

This head-on vine of the model shows its 
clean lines and finish, and conveys a 
good idea o f the effective tricycle under
carriage.

Wings and Centre Section and Undercarriage.
Build up these components as shown on the plan. N o t e  : 

Centre section must be built (< into ” the fuselage by glueing 
the spars on to the formers shown, and then glue the ribs 
in place. Do not forget the aluminium tulles for the under
carriage which is built up as shown from wire and balsa 
fairings. N o t e  : Use a hardwood wheel on the front leg 
and hushed celluloid wheels on the rear legs. Glue the 
box shown on to No. 3 former and reinforce former with 
piece of hard balsa glued on to rear of same. Build up 
wings as shown, using the wood stated. Cover the centre 
section with wood in. sheet) on top and bottom surfaces. 
Piece “ M ”  is glued on to top of bottom fuselage longerons.

Covering.
Wings and tail-plane arc covered with “ superfine ” 

bamboo paper when these components have been glued into 
position. Give complete ’plane two coats of dope (fuselage 
should be polished to give a good finish) and then add 
two coats of banana oil. If the “ Owlet ”  is adopted by 
the R.A.F. it will be coloured green and brown with yellow 
undersides, but at present the colour scheme may (l think) 
lie left to individual tastes.

Flying.
Use a 9 in. dia. Paulownia propeller and five loops of 

·$$■ in. by 1/30 in. brown rubber 12 in. long, well lubricated. 
Gliding tests should be carried out before power (lights are 
attempted. Suitably trimmed, good results may l>e obtained, 
and the model is capable of standing a great deal of rough 
usage and may be flown under any weather conditions owing 
to the methods employed in the building and also to its 
very stable qualities. 35 sec. flights r.t.p . arc the “ order 
of the day.”

THE plans of this latest training machine are drawn to 
1 in. scale and the constructional features are simplified 

ns much as possible. The only flying done up to the present 
has been pole flying. In this the Owlet ” has shown 
exceptional flying abilities, and it is hoped to have further 
details at an early date. The model was designed for twin 
motors and gears but, using the rubber stated in a single 
motor, the performance was quite satisfactory. If ” super ”  
flying is required gears should be used together with a 
hardwood nose-block.

Fuselage (Fore End).
Make complete drawings of the formers and transfer on 

to wood. Mark the two top longerons with the positions 
of formers and attach formers No. 1 and No. 8. When 
glue has dried the remaining formers may be fitted (glue 
former No. 5 in first) and make sure that everything is 
square. Add bottom longeron and top centre stringer.

Fuselage (Aft End), Tail-plane and Rudder.
Mark main longerons as above and leave enough forward 

of former No. 9 to plug into boxes, which are built up as 
shown on plan. .Cut out piece 14 H ” from J in. sheet and 
glue in place. Formers 12 and 13 should he cut at dotted 
lines and top portion glued on to tail-plane to form the 
saddle. Build up tail-plane as shown and use in. by 
l  in. balsa for upper and lower surfaces of ribs. “ Fill 
in ” end ribs with in. sheet to form gluing surface for 
rudder attachment.

The entire fuselage is covered with ^  in. balsa and the 
tail-plane (complete with saddle) is glued on as shown. When 
covering has been completed “ fair in ” the tail-plane with 
bamboo paper on underside. N o t e : The ”  aft fuselage ”  
longerons must be bound with silk from end of "  over
hang ” to former No. 10 to prevent 
breaking when the longerons are 
pushed into the boxes. Build up two 
rudders as shown and cover with 
tissue before glueing on to tail-plane.
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/ / GET OUT
B y  'M  O W  W I N G "

I WAS so interest!· 1 in tin* article, “ Ming Underneath, 
by M. R. Kniglit, in the April issue of I he A ero* 

Modeller, that I am tempted to write of my own ex- 
jwriences with thi> particular type of model. 1 notice the 
author is contributing further articles on the subject, and I 
feel that I should let you have my version before these later 
articles appear in print. I·’or this reason. It is woefully 
easy, as soon as one has read an article, to exclaim, " There 
you are. what did I say? Just what my own experiments 
have led me to lielieve! That’s all very fine in its way. 
but its gets us nowhere. What we need and 1 mean the 
whole modelling movement—is a bone of contention to get 
the movement out of that “ high wing groove r’ that M. R. 
k . so deplores, and the only way that can Ik*, brought about 
is by a comparison of views, backed, if possible, by exjieri 
mental facts and data N'ow I. personally, am situated in 
a rather out-of-the-way district, a goodly numU-r of miles 
from auv organised model flying club, so that mv only link 
with the outside world- so to speak- of modelling, is my 
very good friend. I he Aero Modeller. Still, that doesn't 
damp my enthusiasm, not in the least. So you see how 
I'm fixed. If T build a model to my own design and it 
doesn’t behave as it should do. I just have to consult with 
mvself and find out, bv trial and error, not so much why it 
doesn't go right, but what makes, it go wrong. Perhaps 
you'll think this a crazy line of reasoning, but I've found 
that once you’ve mastered the theory <>f why an aeroplane 
flies, then, and only then, can vou begin to figure why a 
model doesn't fly. And believe me, I've had some rare fun 
with my experimental models : also Some anxious moments.
I have so far managed to avoid that ,f high wing complex, 
that M. R. K. mentions, and have concentrated <»n the more 
• <r less despised and neglected low-wing type Not because 
I find any fault with the high wing, far from it. unless it be 
that there us such a wealth of data available on the subject 
that there is very little in it for the serious experimenter.

The very first model I made up was a half-guinea high 
wing kit set of well-known make. The collection of parts 
was a splendid example of what a kit should be. and the. 
very comprehensive plan and book of instructions supplied 
with it made the job ol assembly almost child's play. At 
die same time it didn't explain why this was done and why 
that was done. You see my point it was using somebody 
else's brains all the time, if the model was assembled cor 
redly and trimmed according to instructions one didn't even 
have to think. The model just flew, as I had l»ecn led to 
expect, and that was that. Hut after all, flying the child 
of some one elite’s imagination isn't very satisfying, is i t '  
There's no thrill in taking out a model that flics consistently 
well, unless, of course, one goes in for “ pot-hunting.'* 
And then the owner is in very much the same position as 
the man who enters, say a Spitfire against a l.eopard Moth 
and sundry similar machines in an open speed event. If lie’s 
prepared to pay the price for a first-class machine, well and 
good. Barring accidents, he should Ik.· assured of some 
measure of success. But his satisfaction on winning is in no 
way comparable with the fellow who finished lower down, 
perhaps last, on a machine lu· built with his own hands \<· 
li»s own design. And the same applies to models.

If the owner of the purchased model finds that his machine 
puts up an indifferent performance, how will he start to

remedy the detect? Is it in the assembly, in the actual 
trimming, or a fault in the design itself? How will he 
know'.' In a good number of cases it will be put down to 
the latter, a siur will he cast on the good name of the firm 
manufacturing the article, and the movement will lose a 
prospective member. Because why? Simply l>eeausc he 
failed to get a grasp of the fundamental principles <>f aero- 
modelling. I can hear many howls of protest when 1 sav 
that the hobby is too often looked upon as a means of deco
rating the family sideboard. J take off my hat to the owner- 
designer. but I wonder how big a percentage there is in the 
movement of these, who genuinely have the prime object of 
aero·modelling at heart?

There is no greater thrill than to sec the result of one's 
experiments take the air and fly. if only for a short distance. 
It gives one the incentive to try, try. try again. Once get 
it into the air and your fun begins.

Learn the why and wherefore, and then it's up to vou 
to perfect the machine ol* your heart. I ’ve done it.

I ve always had a weakness for the low-wing model, 
partly perhaps l>ecause they are a little difficult t- design 
and fly successfully, and partly Ijecausc 1 reasoned that if 
the k .A .F . could make such successful low-wing machines 
there must l*· something in it, and so I determined to try 
and find out what it was. The fuselage hasn’t proved a 
great factor, providing the elementary principles are kept 
well in mind. I ’m afraid I am unable to express myself in 
mathematical terms as some of your contributors manage to 
do. which l will admit rather muddle me.

They are rather like legal documents to me; when I've 
finished reading them I ’m not sure whether they refer to a 
writ of Habeas Corpus or an increase in the cheese ration ! 
However, one thing 1 have learned. It seems better to use 
a wing of tapering chord with the wing tips kept as light as 
possible. I find reed as good as anything for this purpose.

In all mv experiments I have used a fuselage with a very 
short rent re-section, just a trifle wider than the fuselage 
itself. By using this method, one is enabled to try various 
types of wing shapes and sections, w ith the additional advan
tage that the wings can 1m? of the <l knock-off ” type, so 
that ij great deal of damage is avoided should the model 
crash. This system also makes for greater ease of transport, 
as up to a dozen wing halves can be carried in a light-weight 
case, measuring half the wing span of the model. Another 
great help is a completely detachable tail-unit. Bv this 
means anv type can lx· tried, from the simple elevator and 
fin to the tail plane with fins at the extremities. Bv using 
each tail unit in conjunction with each different wing section

no small task T have been able to build a low-wing model 
that has all the soaring capacities of the hing-wing coupled 
with die really docile steady flight that only a well-designed 
low-wing can give. One of the greatest adverse tendencies 
of the low-wing, the tendency to roll somewhat in a side 
wind, can be avoided by giving the model generous dihedral, 
not less than 1*2° in any case, and as I've said liefore, by 
keeping the wing-tips light. An upturned wing-tip. upturned 
from the Iasi, or next to last, rib, is also a great help in 
(his direction. I am now experimenting with an adjustable 
dihedral device, for 1 feel sure that just as there is a correct 
incidence angle for maximum results, the same applies to 
dihedral. More interesting times ahead !
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GEARS !
GEARS !

GEARS !
16 g. | in . A in. I »n. tin . 16 g.

SUFEM SCALE KITS UppingEaim. Kutlaiid

4d. 7d. 9d. 11d. 10d. 8d. Ad.

We can now offer a fine range of robust precision cut gears, in all the above sizes.
To avoid stripping the thickness is £", but undue weight has been avoided by recessing the 
the larger sizes. All gears mesh with each other, and “ step up ” and reduction gears can 

be built up from this range in conjunction with the screwed brass bushes.

Po tage 
extra

No C.O .D .

BUSHES 
Γ  «ong 

All gears 
drilled I6 

s.w.g.

SUPERMARINE -SPITFIRE'·

ESCORTED BY

F I G H T E R S ! ! !
our New Range of to I #

SO LID  S C A L E  F IG H T ER S
ARE RED HOT

“  SPITFIRE ”  “ HURRICANE'’ “ DEFIANT" “  M.E. 109 ”  
·· TOMAHAWK ’ ’ "  AIRACOBRA ”

Kit includes—All parts cut to shape, 
turned Spinner and Wheels. Full-Scale 
Detail Plan and Instruction Sheet. 3 
Bottles Coloured Dope, Transfer 
Insignias, etc. <
UNBEATABLE FOR REALISM

4 /6
No Tax Payable 

Postage 6d.

D U R A T IO N  P L U S ΣΣΣ
BU ILD  and FLY  the Halfax “ L A N C E R ,” a Super 

Duration Model with all the Latest Ideas
Kit absolutely complete, includes Detail Plan and 
1,000-word Instruction Sheet. Ready Printed Ribs. 
Rubber, Large Tube Cement, Dope, Tissues, and a 
“ H A LFA X”  Super-Thrust Propeller.

CEMENTS. CLEAR AND COLOURED DOPES, 
W IR E , BAMBOO, LUBE, BOXES OF RUBBER, 
BALSA CUTTING TOOLS. TISSUES, E tc . 
P lan of Famous “ Flying M inutes,”  3 6

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

12/6
No Tax Payable 

Post 9d.

MODEL AERO SUPPLIES
146 SPRING HALL LANE 
H A L IF A X .  Y O R K S

/ \  in illy ni·'n i ion THE AERO- MODEM.EH when replying to advertisers.
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A C O U N T E R  BALANCE FOR
By A. It. SKEGGS

Till·) siugle-bladed projxdler is, even in these days, quite 
uncommon, although its efficiency is outstanding. I·'or 

the beginner a propeller is an expensive item, but bv buying 
an ordinary propeller one can make two of the latest designs 
from it, whereas the experienced can use broken propellers.

For the beginner, the conn ter-balance is a tricky job, but 
by making a lead weight, drilling a hole through the centre 
of it and in either side of the spinner pushing a piece of 
wire through each of these holes, bending the ends over and 
glueing them to the spinner, one can make a simple and 
efficient job (see diagram). As the propeller revolves the 
centrifugal force keeps the weight at the end of the wire.

P in “A" Pi>SuEo iw t o  FoCwAfcD PoC t<om o f  
•SPtWMfc*, kjl££ eoO'S’ ATTACMeo TO P»*~A 
A n d  wii?£ a v t ' c '  is) Ater*cCew SL/koe .. 
f ? E T A iM / N 6  FLM C & > ~ E '£ L i>6d  o n t o  Qa S E  
OF £ACh 0kAD£. AS MOToe TE mSio* 
5LACKEN5 D* Pi>Sh£*S Fo^WA^D
Po<c t<om o f  Po l l i h c  Co o s ' S "

Amo f t atmc^ img 0La o £S.

S tftT C M  ^M O W fM a MfeTMOO 
OF OPtRAlXOM.^HAiM D O T L /g g S  
<KOM 01AC* F|>U.T FEATm&T£D.

SINGLE-BEADED PROPELLER

HERE is an idea, a " fully leathering ” model airscrew, 
for use.on competition models* It has many advan

tages over the ordinary free-wheeling mechanism, and (lie 
increase in weight is negligible.

The advantages a re :
(i) More efficient use of the available power.
(2) Longer glide at the end of power output.
It is constructed in the following way. Two holes are 

drilled in the hub to take the rounded blade roots, which 
are fitted with retaining flanges, so that the blades can turn 
freely but cannot come out. The front end of the hub and 
the rear end of the spinner arc then drilled to take the small 
coil spring, which is the most important part. Two small 
wire arms are fixed to the spinner with little nails or pins, 
and the other ends of the arms lix into eyes in the airscrew 
blades. (See sketch). When the elastic is fully wound, the 
spring is compressed and the blades assume their normal 
pitch angle. As the motor runs down and the tension 
slackens, the spring expands, and the blade pitch coarsens 
until, when the motor is fully run out, the blades are “ head 
on " to the line of flight. This reduces head resistance, and 
consequently lengthens the glide.

A FU L L Y  F E A T H E R IN G  AIRSCREW By H. A. GORDON
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Spitfire

R.A.F.
PriceSP ITFIRE 

H U R R IC A N E  
L Y S A N D E R  
ANSON 
H A M P D E N .
D E F IA N T  
B L E N H E IM  
B U FF A LO  
W E L L IN G T O N  
p r ic e s  in c lu d e  P u r c h a s e  

Add 3d . P o s ta g e

Westland Lysander

WELLINGTON

Boulton-Paul Defiant

Hawker Hurricane SEN D  FOR
FR EE  L IS T

TRUSCALE
1/72 S CA LE

SO LID  M O D EL K ITS

Handley-Page Hampden

G E R MA Nt t

M E S S E R S C H M IT T  110 
M E S S E R S C H M IT T  109 
H E IN K E L  He. 111k

SUNDRIES : Each . Each
H ardwood cowl*. 5/8 in., 3/4 In. dla- Plated metal propellers. 3-b»adc I)  in..

m eter . . Id .
Plated metal propellers. 2 blade. 2 in.

diam eter ........................................1 ,)d.
Plated metal propellers, 3-blade, 2 In.

diam eter . .  2 Jd .

d iam eter 2d.
Small Tube of of cem ent . .  2d.
Targets and Swastikas (se t of six) Id.
W heels 1/2 in. and 7/16 In. diam eter . .  ^d. Blenheim

Price
2/5

1/10
3/1

M O D E L  A I I l l ' l l  A FT  ST O K E S (BOURNEMOUTH) LTD
127b H A N K IN S O N  P .O AD , B O U R N E M O U T H  Phone: W INTON I922

NO RM ACS I / 7 2  S C A L E
FLY IN G  FORTRESS Plans now ready. Price 9d. 
B E A U F IG H T E R  Plans. Also Cockpit Covers

D U R A TIO N  and FLY IN G  SC A LE K IT S

A T L A N T A
BLENHEIM 12/6 
HAMPDEN post 7d

FULL RANGE 
to choose from K  E l  L K  R A F T

C L E V E L A N DA ER O M O D ELS , AIRYDA,
This is the famous 
Condor"CLIPPER"

Duration 
Monoplane

Winner of Countless 
Open and Inter-Club 
Contests. Span 30 in.

Length 25 in.
Kit 12/6 Postage 7d.

Average flight 120 sec.
AIRYDA KITS from 1/10 CLEVELA N D  from 5/11 

C U R LEW . 20 in. span, 6/1 
LYSANDER, 25 in. span. 15/6 

RENARD R 31. Perfect Scale Flyer. Plan 1/6 
Send 4d. for our Catalogue

NORTHERN MODEL AIRCRAFTC?
25 LOWER MOSLEY S T ·  M AN CH ESTER  2

HAVE BEEN INVADED BY
S O LID  S CA LE  Model Builders. Over 45,000 
Cockpit Covers and Gun Turrets have been sold.
We are now helping the Solid Builder to make 

a Super Model
LOOK A T  THIS LIST

COCKPIT COVER and GUN TURRETS
Over 60 different sets in stock 

PILOTS in scat, 5d each 
AIRMEN for tabletop photography 

EN G IN ES—9 cyl. Radial 
G U N S—Lewis and Vickers 

BOMBS—English type 
PROPELLERS—2 in.. 3-bladed 

Insignia. Water Slide 
English. German, French,

Italian. Dutch
DOPE—Every colour of Matt Dope 

PLASTIC W O O D  
Also Special Grain Filler 

Numerals and Alphabets
PLANS—89 Different in Stock 

i COWLS, with exhaust attached

T R U S C A L E  ·
Prices—1/10, 2/S, 3/-, 3/4

S K Y  L  E A  D A
All one price—1/6

C - M - A  S O L I D S
Super Kits from 4/11 to 12/10 
Also Halfax Solids. Price 4/6 

Postage extra on all kits

S K Y B I R D S  ·
All enquiries must have S.A.E.

Wholesale Trade supplied with our Accessories

Kindly mention THE AERO·MODELLER when replying to advertisers.
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FIGHTING A IR C R A FT  O F  T H E  PRESENT W A R —VIII

Photo by i ourlay oj Jji<· Air Ministry.
By H. J. COOPER

A FKW weeks ago the Air Ministry decided that as the 
Bristol Beaufighter had become familiar to the British 

public, and no doubt to many unfortunate night-raiders as 
well, it was time that photographs of this new day-and- 
night fighter should be made available for publication.

Photographs were duly splashed in our aeronautical and 
daily Presses, but for some reason, best known to the 
Ministry, general arrangement drawings and recognition 
silhouettes were not released. The reason for this is not 
clear, as reasonably accurate g.a. drawings can easily he 
made from photographs bv anyone who wants them.

However, a general arrangement drawing is available 
now. and although officially no dimensions have been re 
leased, it has been stated that the wing of the Beaufighter 
is identical t<> that of the Beaufort, or as near as makes 
no odd*. The wing span is. then, around 58 ft., and in 
the accompanying 1 72 scale drawing this figure has be in 
accepted as correct. The overall length works out at 41 ft.

Pile Beaufighter is classed as a multi-seat fighter for 
operation by day or night, and is a twin-engined low-mid 
winged monoplane. It has now been in service for some 
months, ami has already proved a worthy descendant of the 
long line of Bristol military aeroplanes, from the F*2!> 
Fighter of 1917. tire Bulldog of 1929. and the Blenheims 
and Beauforts still in service with four Commands of the 
Royal Air Force. In the heavy raid on London on the 
night of May 10 -1.1th, 1941. Beaufightcrs shared (with 
Hav-v's and Hurricanes. Spitfires and Definnts) the distinc
tion of destroying twenty-nine of the thirty-three raiders 
brought down.

That the Beaufighter. (glorious name!), is developed from 
the Beaufort is evident from its appearance Tn fact, when 
approaching, distinction between the two is extreme!v diffi
cult and well-nigh impossible. In this view it is only the 
short nose, affording an e\<v >*nt outlook for the pilot.

which enables an observer to acxmratcly identify the Beau- 
lighter, and this cannot be seen until the plane liegins to 
pass overhead.

The Beaufighter is of metal construction with stressed 
metal covering. T he control surfaces appear to !>e fabric- 
covered, as on the Blenheims. Many of the Beaufort's 
component parts are evidently incorporated in the new 
fighter. Split trailing edge flaps are fitted to the wings 
between the balanced ailerons and the fuselage. Trimming 
tabs are fitted to all control surfaces.

The undercarriage consists of two hydraulically -operated 
legs. which retract backwards and upwards into the motor- 
nacelles. When retracted they are enclosed by doors which 
close smooth with the bottoms of the nacelles except for 
some small bulges for the wheels and operating gear. The 
tail-wheel retracts forwards.

The motors of thfe Beaufighter appear to be Hercules 
14-cylinder sleeve valve air-cooled radials. but no official 
information has been given regarding the power-units. They 
are closed in long-chord cowlings with leading edge exhaust 
collector rings and arc fitted with controllable gills for 
cooling. Three biaded airscrews arc fitted. Air intakes are 
mounted above the cowlings. Oil cooling inlets are 
situated in the leading edge of the wing, one outboard of 
each motor.

The crew* (there must l>e more than two for the type to 
be called a multi-seater) is accommodated in the fuselage, 
the pilot in the nose, and one gunner in a raised transparent- 
covered cockpit on the deck level with the trailing edge 
wing fillets. Presumably, as in the case of some new 
German two-seat fighters, the other member of the crew 
acts purely as wireless operator and ammunition loader. 
Details of armament have only just been released, hut 
those who heard the Beaufightcrs in action over London on 
May 19th (as di.stiugtiised’ by the characteristic re.» nating



snuffle of their Bristol motors) knew that, canon (which 
have a slower rate of lire than machine-guns) were carried. 
It has been officially stated that the armament is four <anon 
and six machine-guns.

Λ wireless mast is carried above tl\e fuselage, and an 
antenna extends from it to the fin. Inset navigation lights 
are fitted to each wing tip, and twin landing lights are 
installed in the leading edge of the port wing. Λ pitot 
head is situated just beyond the latter, underneath the wing.

As already mentioned, the Beanlighlrr is not easy to 
identify, except from underneath or above. The nose ter 
minates just-level with the leading edges of the motor cow 
lings, and this point is sufficient to distinguish it from even 
a short-nosed Blenheim. The wings of the Blenheim arc, 
of course, rather more sharply tapered at the tips, and the 
tail-plane is not straight at the leading edge, as is the 
Beauftghter’s. The short nose gives the Beau fighter a 
rather more bulky appearance than the Blenheim.

Beaulightcrs now in squadron service are mostly camou
flaged with the usual green and lm»wn plan, and are light 
blue-grey of il duck-egg blue underneath. ( \  B. It has 
been suggested that acto·modellers should register for 
duck's eggs» so that they can obtain the exact colour for 
their models !) This lighter colour extends halfway up the 
motor cowlings to the wing, and a fraction of the way up 
the fuselage. When used purely for night fighting the 
Beaufighter is painted all black, except for the upper stir*

:>26
*L ■

face of the wing and tail plane, the lin and rudder, and a 
small area expending from the lin along the-top of the 
fuselage to the pilot’s cockpit, which are camouflaged. The 
top of the leading edge of the wing and tail plane are also 
black.

One squadron equipped with Beaulightcrs bears the code 
letters *' PN *! in light grey on each side of the fuselage. 
In both cases the combination is painted in front of the 
cockade, with the individual letter aft. 'Phis is a depar
ture from standard practice, as it is usual for tin* two letters 
to be aft of the cockade on the starl»oard side, and before 
it on the other side.

Cockades on wings and fuselage are now standardised. 
On the sides of the fuselage they are red. white and blue, 
with the additional yellow surround ; above the wings they 
arc red and blue, and underneath are red. white and blue. 
In no case do markings overlap the control surfaces. The 
iTn markings are also standardised, the red, white and blue 
vertical stripes being painted in the form of a rectangle 
altotit 2 ft. wide and 2 ft. 6 in. high. When the fin area 
of an aeroplane is insufficient for this, the colours take up all 
the available area.

No performance figures of the Bristol Beau lighter have 
been released for publication» but readers may draw their 
own conclusions from the foregoing remarks and the splen
did lines of the aeroplane as shown in the accompanying 
illustrations.

Till·: 4EHO-\U)DELLEH Svptmnbcr, 1941

Ossaaot
Photos by courtesy of the Atr Ministry

NEXT MONTH :-T h e  Messerschmitt Me I09F
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PREMIER—1st off the mark once again!
PREMIER Special Substitute for BALSA WOOD

P.S.S.  is not a makeshift, it is a wood of the very |
best quality, and right up to the accepted Premier 
standard, and the prices, even compared with peace
time, are moderate.

Λ WAKEFIELD TYPE MODEL built entirely of 
P.S.S. has turned out only J oz. over the average weight 
for the type, and has “ knocked up ** the usual average

duration; and it is MUCH STRONGER and MORE 
DEPENDABLE.

Watch for details of this interesting model < which 
will soon be available in kit form) and which has been 
specially designed by C. A. Rippon as a test of the 
fresh materials now to hand for the use of all discerning 
aero-modellers.

Note the wonderful range and adaptability o f  P .S .S .— [In 3 feet lengths only]
P.S.S. BALSA

in. in. per length in. in
3/64 X 3/64 p.s.s. Id. ... replaces A X A
A X A „ Id.

5/64 X 5/64 M Id. ·» A X n
A X A ,, ... Id. ... .. 1» X A
i X A Id. ... 1 X A
A X A 11 Id.
: X A ,T Id. ... 14 X A

X •Λ ... lid. ... λN X i
A X i ... ijd.
* X I »? lid .  ... ή X A

AA X A it Ijd. ,, A X
A X A 1 1 lid.
i X A »> ... 144. ... 4 X £
\ X T J M lid. ... 4 X A14 X A >· ... 2d.
2 X A 2d. ... 3 X Ai X A II ... 2d. ... »· i X 4
A X A „ ... 2d. ... 4 X 4
4 X A „ ... 24d. ... 1-· X AXa X 1To *} ... 2 id. ... X £2 X 1/64 »» ... 54. ... ·_> X A2 X A J» 5d. ·' X A2 X A 5d. 2 X i
3 X 1/64 »» ... 74d. ... 3 X A

P.S.S. BALSA
in. in. per length in. in.
3 x A P.S.S. ... 74d. ... replaces 3 x A
3 x A 7ld. ... 3 x J
4 x 1/64 ,. ... lOd. ». 4 x A
4 x A >» ... Iltd. »t 4 x A
4 x A IDd. 1 ·

THERE IS A P.S.S. SECTION SUITABLE 
FOR EVERY MODEL ’PLANE.

'1/64 in. sheet P.S.S. is excellent for Wound Fuselage 
Formers.

A  in. sheet P.S.S.. is excellent for Strip Fuselage Formers. 
1/64 in. and A  in. sheet P.S.S. is excellent for Wing Ribs 
3/64 in. x 3/64 in., A  in. x A  in. and A  in. x A  in 

P.S.S. is excellent for Wing Tips.
A  in. x iV in ., '3/64 in. x 3/64 in., Ά  in. x A in. and 

l  in. x' I in. P.S.S. is excellent for Longerons.
1 tn. x A  in·» i in. x A in.. 3 in. x A in., 2 in. x A  in.. 

\  in. x ,\j in. and J tn. x A in. P.S.S. is excellent for 
Wing Spars.

And remember P.S.S. is not a makeshift, it is of the very 
best Premier quality.

Minimum carriage atitl packing charge, 13  U.K. 
Developed and tested by C. A. Rippon.

“ And the L ittle  Dog Laughed” —
Or Did He?

The 1941 " Cruiser Pup " evidently " called his 
bluff." Here is a tribute to one of those so-called " in
efficient " low-wing models:

18/7/41. “ My 1 Cruiser Pup ’ is a success or rods. I
ought to say for. after a very pleasant afternoon of 

— I minute llights, a dog ended the programme . . It 
is some years since I left the R.A.F. During my service l 
was a keen modeller, but I lost touch with my hobby after 
leaving, a m i I  can tru th fu lly  sa y  /  am  v ery  p leased to have  
b egun  a g a in  w ith  a m odel lik e  the  ' C ru iser P u p '  because 
I now realise that I still had a lot to learn. I am also very 
pleased to have made your acquaintance through this re
markable model, and I earnestly thank you for your kind 
attention. -J. B. Of.DltAM.”

THANK YOU. J.B ., and all those satisfied people who 
in these difficult times pay equal tribute to our honest 
endeavours to please our clients.

The 1941 “ Cruiser Pup.”

Designed by C. A. Rippon.

SEND FOR IT TO-DAY
SEND FOR UP-TO-DATE “ WAR ” PRICE LIST. id.  POST PAID.

PREMIER AEROMODEL SUPPLIES
2a HORNSEY RISE, LONDON, N.19 pi™ - ar c  m .

Kindly mention THE AERO-MODELLER when replying to advertisers.
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WELL, what did I tell you! Some months ago, when 
a notice appeared requesting particulars of all the 

the clubs carrying on with their activities, I guessed that 
some groups would not come up to scratch—and would have 
a bit of a grouse in consequence. I was right, as, since the 
new Club List has been distributed, a number of “ old- 
established '* clubs have written in complaining bitterly that 
their name was not included.

There is only one answer to them it is entirely their own 
fault. We are not clairvoyant, and it was emphasised that* 
non receipt of a proper notification bv the date stipulated 
would be taken as indicating that those clubs had discon
tinued activities. Trouble is. it all boils down to the old 
story too much trouble to deal with small details, and a 
heck of a grouse when said omission rebounds. However, 
the satisfaction rests with all the clubs who did see to things 
properly, and there the matter must rest. In order to clear 
up these matters, and to obtain, if possible, a complete list 
for the accommodation of prospective newcomers, WILL 
ALL CLUBS NOT LISTED IN TH E OFFICIA L LIST 
(including clubs formed since the list was compiled). 
PLEASE SEND IN COMPLETE DETAILS OF 
T IT L E  AND SECRETARY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
TO REACH TH E  AERO-MODELLER ” O FFICES 
N O T L A T E R  TH AN  AUGUST  20///. These particulars 
will then 1 x? published for use in conjunction with the current 
list.

Now ilien, you grousers, this is your last chanci, and the 
whole matter rests in vOur hands. Non-notification by the 
date stated will be construed as indication of the demise of 
said clubs, and no further listing will be contemplated.

It is gratifying to note the way our readers appreciate 
the way we are managing to continue in spite of war diffi

culties, and among the most enthusiastic are our overseas 
readers, just read this letter, receiver! from L. B. Krum- 
meck, of South Africa.

11 Λ fid still they come! That is the thought that fashes 
through my hram each time T he Aero-Modeller turns up. 
and each time I  wonder whether there will be a next time. 
The proof of my faith that they will continue to roll up is 
the fact that 1 have just renewed my annual sub. Congrats, 
old Editor and henchmen, for keeping the A-M going, and 
not only ‘ going * but on the up-andnp! We can assure 
you that we are holding thumbs for you all, and that your 
efforts arc doubly appreciated, in these troublous times.

“ As one of the lucky ones re ho can still fly at random. 
I have just written a few lines to Dr. Forster for his cdifico 
lion (joke?). Anyhow, /  want you chaps to know that we 
are still mopping up the A M. That and the M.A. News 
is the sole connection I  have with the model world, so you 
can well imagine what they both mean to me.'*

Another ardent reader is Tan Tek Hok, of 54 Plaboean- 
weg, Soekaboemi. Java, Dutch East Indies, whose quaint 
letter I quote here in full.
Dear Sir.
Herewith 1 take the coup deuce to write you about building 
of model airplanes. As I am only a novice in fact of build
ing model airplane that will realy fly , /  am very glad to 
received your latest book— The Design and Construction of 
Flying Model Aorcraft— since /  have waiting for stx months. 
But it is worthly to wait. I  did build for two years and 
have several rubber models and one gas job of own design 
that still waiting for flying, since the war makes it impos
sible to do a step on the aerodrome and there is no other 
suitable field in the neighboorhood. The plane has a span 
of G ft., is Brouwn D powered, and weight approx. 3 1/2 
pound, removable tad unit and wing. Enclosed, you witl 
find a photo of it. The second photo is of the Air Cadet in 
full flight. I t  is a successful! model and did make several 
flights of over 2 minutes. The average flight is aprox 100 
seconds The plan is from T iif. Akro-Modeller, since J 
am a faithfully reader of it. The latest photo is of the take 
off of the championship airplane on the latest meeting 
December, 1930 !). Jt was held by the only one Model Air
plane Club in the whole tropics, the Bataviasche- Jeugdlucht 
vaartclub, Batavia. In my neighboorhood. there is no other 
model-ant housiast. So I  like very much to have one or two 
correspondent in England and I  hope you roil/ help me 
herewith. They can write me first i f  they wish, but if you 
can't find somebody, I  hope you will notice it in your Club 
News column of tch Arromodet.LER. Then I hope you will 
explain me about the “ Air Defence Cadet Corps." Is it 
only for model-builders in England, or can anyone join it l 
I f  the latest is the true, /  hope you will enroll me, and tell 
me what the duty is for the member.
Dear Sir, I am very glad if /  can receive a photo of you 
and before hand my very much thanks for your help and 
kind.

With Mode! builders greating,
Yours truly,

Tan Tek IIok.
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Our Javanese friend. Tan Tek link.

We haw informed this enthusiast that, of course, the 
A.D.C.C. is only oj>en to youths in Great Britain, but J 
trust that some of you will open up a correspondence with 
this chappie, as 1 am sure such interesting contacts are well 
worth cultivating.

The report of this year’s competition for the Clyde Model 
Dockyard Trophy makes sad reading indeed, for, although 
Scottish summer weather does not usually consist of bright 
sunshine and gentle zephyrs, and although Scottish modellers 
are sometimes accused of building over-strong models, no 
Wakefield ever built could stand lip to the weather conditions 
prevailing over mid-Scotland on July 0th.

The competition was divided into four section's, run by 
the Dundee, Edinburgh, Fife and Glasgow Clubs in their 
respective districts, and careful organising by the officials 
of these clubs was rewarded by a record entry. Actually. 
69 entries were received, representing 11 Scottish clubs, as 
well as several unattached livers. The Glasgow section, 
with 86, made up rather more than half the total entry, 
while the other half were distributed more or less evenly 
over the three Eastern sections.

Of the Kdinburgh. Fife ami Glasgow competitions little 
can be said, except that a gale of wind and driving rain 
made flying absolutely impossible. Some of the braver 
spirits did try. with disastrous results, and out of these 
three sections the only flight recorded was one short one 
by R. ('. Bishop, of Dunfermline M.A.C., at the Fife 
section.

The Dundee section had plenty of wind but no rain, and 
managed to make a lew flights. !\. G. Bannemian, Dun
dee, with an aggregate of 147 sec., and I> L. Robertson. 
Dundee, with 107 sec., actually completed their three flights, 
and so the trophy again travels east to Dundee. Although 
Bob Bannerman’s times are very low. under the circum
stances it was a remarkably good performance, and it is 
reported that his model was the only one which went home 
whole from the Dundee competition.

The extreme conditions showed up the weak points in

decentralised arrangement, but it is hoped to remedy this 
detect in next year s event. Meanwhile, ail those who so 
willingly helped in the organisation are heartily thanked, 
and it is the opinion that better and better Scottish ‘ Wake 
fields ” will arise from the wreckage of battered and soaked 
models!

Better news from Ireland this month, as the ban has U-en 
lifted from the DUBLIN M.F.C. flying grounds, and good 
use has been made ot the resulting facilities. Our old friend 
Dr. Charles has been putting in some good work, also 
Messrs. Flanagan, Brazier, Fcsemayer, Archlxdd and Bol
lard. The ** Doc " averaged 1 : 49-0 to win the Class B 
(h.l.) event, and also collared the Wakefield (Mass with an 
average time of I : 23*3. This club is awarding its Per
petual Challenge Cup to the member of any club who puts 
up the best total duration in the competition season. These 
chaps certainly appreciate the “ A.M .." and Freddie and 
yours truly come in foi a spot of back-putting ! I ’m going 
to ask for a rise ' Anyway, Dublin, thanks for your re
marks, and I will forward your li tonic idea to the
Editor.

The members of the OXFORD M.F.C. are doing their 
l>est to keep up the good work started by Mr. Courtney in 
the Carnage event, but as most of them are young and in
experienced. they find the decentralised competitions a little 
difficult ! Still, you never know, von knon I ’ve seen quite 
raw beginners wipe the floor with veterans. I remember in 
the year. . . . (Now then, cut it out. You'll give your 
age away.—Ed.)

The ASHTON AND D.M.A.C. are doing exceptionally 
well this year, and, as you will notice from the competition 
results, have followed up their success in the National Cup 
with a win in the “ Flight Cup,’ and. although I have no 
official figures for the Pluggc Cup progress, I should think 
this chib is well on top, considering their showing in the 
Gamage, Weston and Flight events. (Incidentally, 1. and 
I am sure the rest of you. would appreciate a word from 
the. S.M.A.F. on the current position of both the Club and 
Individual Championships.) The Ashton Rally looks like 
being a good stunt, and the Mayor and Corporation are 
giving their official support, so look out for good doings on 
September 14th.

The Winnah! li. Bannerman and model.
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R. R. B. Since, <<f the KPPIN'G M.A.C. put up the 
l*est time of 1 : ‘27 in a recent com pel it ion. but Inst to C. L. 
Kies on average, the latter fellow setting up I : 50 against 
Smee's I : 4*2. The TheyiIon Club has now amalgamated 
widi the Kpping lads, t<> their mutual lienefit.

The ILKLKY M.A.C. have lx*cn losing a number of 
models in the high winds prevailing there recently, this 
latter httghear accounting for non participation in the Flight 
Cup competition. Naturally, these chaps arc bucked with 
their second place in the S.M.A.E. pole flying events, and 
compare their memi>ership of ten with tin* winners’ 250-odd ! 
Still, big acorns from little oak trees grow, or summat like 
that. J. Townsend won a recent 4i Wakefield ” event with 
3:204). while R. Crowe pulled off the small class with 
‘2 : 31-2.

The BRIGHTON D.M.A.C. are still going ahead, and 
held an interesting inter club event recently with the South- 
wick Club. Brighton won the S|>ot Landing and Gliding 
events, while Southwick carried off the r.o.g. duration, 
h.l duration and Coneours classes. 1·'. S. Thomson (Brigh
ton) clocked 4 : 53*8 in the gliding event, while I· . H. 
Boxall (Southwick) put up 2 :0 5 ·!  and 5:03*0 averages 
in the r.o.g. and h.l. classes. Weather in this area has not 
been of the I*est. especially on S.M.A.K. dates. However, 
the presentation of live handsome prizes by Mr. Baker has 
done something to cheer them up !

Mr. Guest, junr.. won the silver cup for youngsters in the

WAI.TON AND D.M .F.C., with a time of 3 : 27 for two 
flights, with Mr. Forscy just on liis heels. A “ Spotters ” 
section is causing great excitement in this club, and many 
heated arguments are to be heard at times !

“ Two aircraft did not return ” from Woking’s local 
affair in the W eston Cup Competition, but fortunately they 
have since received news that one of them is safe at Pet worth, 
Sussex. This “ Winston.” flown by A. McGee, must have 
covered something approaching twenty-five miles. M. Webb, 
not Wood, as reported last month, also lost his f* Victrace,” 
blit it is strongly suspected that it did not hop quite so far 
away. These unrehearsed departures let in friend Gunner 
again as winner of Woking’s Weston. Interest is still 
strong in Surrey, although some promising experiments in 
Wakefields are held up hy shortage of balsa. Kits, how
ever. arc in great demand, and McGee’s effort should stimu 
late flying hereabouts.

The NKWARK AND I).M.A.C. record has been raised 
to 5 : 05 with an o.o.s. flight by the treasurer, Mr. Storar. 
A visit by the Cranwell College Club was an enjoyable 
occasion, and the dose is to lx* repeated as soon as possible. 
The Newark chaps have collected to date for the
local Spitfire Fund.

In spite of balsa shortage, the TORQUAY AND 
D.M.A.C. is carrying on, and J. P. Finch succeeded in 
winning the '* Club Trophy ” with an aggregate of 4 : 04*5.. 
In a later event lie lost his ’plane on a test flight after 7 : 00,

TH E  TER RIB LE  R E S U L T  O F F IX IN G  T H E  T A IL  SKID T H E 1 W R O N G  W A Y  R O U N D
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.1 fin e  rep lica  o f  th e  “  D i a s p h e r e /m/// b y  G . U a m fo r lh , o f  
(fldhnrn, w hich  w in s fo r  h im  th e  p r ize  o f  10/6 o ffe red  in the  

J u ly  issue .

the eventual winner being K Perrett. who locked 1 : 20 
aggregate Contest winners now get .■ certificate of flight, 
counting three points for a win. two lor second, etc., the 
highest total at the end of the season qualifying for a special 
trophy presented by the chairman.

The MOUNTAIN ASH M.A.O. have succeeded in secur- 
Jug some balsa (without coupons, too!), so building has 
started again in a small way. VV. Horseman won three out 
of six events recently staged, while l). l·’idler took two and 
K Rent moor the remaining item. Horseman's best time 
was l : 35, and his winning average 1 : 10*7.

Tn spite of a howling gale. J. bean lands won the gliding 
cup ot the BRADFORD M.A.C. with an average of 20 sec. 
Good weather has l>cen spoilt by an abundance of wind, but 
this does not deter the real enthusiasts.

Four members of the LEICESTER M.A.C. flew in the 
Weston Cup event, when E. Claypole aggregated 6:31*2 
for one flight, losing his model and setting up a new club 
record at the same time. Unfortunately, his model, a finely 
finished “ Rocket/’ has not turned up vet, and any informa
tion will be appreciated The inter-club meeting arranged 
for June 18th brought unlucky weather to meet the date, a 
terrific storm developing and soaking models and flyers. In 
consequence the meeting has been postponed to August 17th.

The LUTON AND D.M.A.S, ire having some interest
ing social gatherings lately, and the late competition secre
tary. Mr. A. f >. Jones, was recently presented with a silver 
salver in appreciation of his services to the club. Recent 
cup winners are R. Hinks (“ Brown Trophy ” ), A. Poulton 
(,c Holton Cup ’). and R. Jones (” Novices' ’Trophy ” ).

B. Malliwell. of the LANCASTER 
M.A.S., has been doing very well lately, 
having won the Biplane Competition with 

05*2. the Junior Challenge Cup with 
27*1. and the I.ight-weight Challenge

< up with 4 : 0L2 -a ll these times being the aggregate <»i three 
flights. C. <'. Horner won the heavy-weight class with an aggre
gate of 3 : 67*6. This chap has put up tire club scale record to 

. 42 sec., while J . ii. Harvey raised the glider record to 1 : 39*5.
A large number of modellers turned up to die Rally staged 

by the BUSHEV PARK M.A.C., and several models were 
unfortunately lost on test flights, etc., including that of Mr. 
Marshal! (Hayes), who set up the longest flight of tire day. 
Mr. Piggott, of Black heath, won the Open Duration event 
with an aggregate of 7 : 35, with Mr. Harris (Portsmouth) 
runner-up with G: 23. Mr. Spratley (Hayes) won the glid
ing event with one flight of 4 : 58*5, Mr. Wilson, also of 
Hayes, placing second with 3 : 33*2. Bushey Park won 
tin- team contest with a total of G84 points. Walton follow
ing up wit!» 501

B. Crawford, of the ULSTER M.A.C., averaged 2 : 03*4 
t<· win a recent oj>en competition, J. Parker 1 : 06-9, and 
T. II. Daulman 1 : 00*2. bringing up the rear. N. Osborne 
walked away with the biplane event, clocking 1 : 19*3. 
Record breaking flights have resulted in lost models, one 
being returned from twelve miles away, the current figure 
standing at 7 min. u.o.s.

The CROYDON AND D.M.A.C. are the latest club to 
commence a house magazine, and the membership is in
creasing nicely. Mick Farthing (bet you they call him 
‘ Robin ,:) has at last lost his “ three minutes every time " 
model, being timed 12 min. o.o.s. Mr. Hills won the 
heavy-weight class with a flight of 4 min. At the Northern 
Heights meeting every team member's 'plane cracked up 
l>ccause, I am told, “  some silly ass will stand and wind-up 
in front of the take-off board.” Well, well, where were the 
contest officials? Bui what do you think >f “  Skyhooks 
Burton, who made alnnit half a pint of rubber lube and put 
it in his box without the fid on ! Really. I ask you !

L. Austin has raised the r.o.g record for the STRAT
FORD-ON AVON M.A.C. to 2 :4 5 , but weather condi
tions have prevented much ordinary flying. Several good- 
I <«king models arc on the way, and one member, nicknamed 
“ Gearbox," has turned out some weird and wonderful 
devices. Notable is a gearbox located in the fuselage, driv
ing a metal propeller through an extension shaft, a la 
Airacobra . . . the average duration U-ing alx>ut 2 see. !

The SCUN THORPE M.A.C. raised j£80 for the local 
hospital and Red Cross with an exhibition of models, and 
continual r.t.p. competitions caused a great deal of interest. 
W. Shannon, the secretary, won the club's “ Sherman M 
Trophy with three very consistent (lights, aggregating 4 : 58.

The BLACK HEATH M.F.C ‘'propaganda merchants" 
have lx*en busy, with the result that twelve new members 
have joined the ranks. To give these lads an encouraging 

start, two special ' ‘Novices’ Competitions” 
were arranged, one Icing held at Epsom 
and the other on Blackheath. Entries were 
up to expectations, and resulted in wins for 
Thomas (3 :2 3 1 1 ) and Bell (3:39*2).

Fun and gomes up Huddersfield way.
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■I flying-scale Cessna,'' Intill by D. Hodgson, 
of the Chingford M.A.C.. and tin· " Ericon 
( ‘.up ," he icon. Viccly detailed “  Hawker 

Fury" constructed by L. Scott. of Morpeth.

Mr. Haines is making an excellent j<>1 > of a 5 ft. span 
■' Leo par «.I M< th scaled from Af.ro- Moinu.u '.k plans. I 
trust we shall he favoured with photos of this model, as I 
am sure other readers will he interested in it.

J. Ifowie, of the (.11 .ASGOVN .M.A.C., now holds the club 
record with a time of 0 : 45 r.o.g., his model disappearing 
from sight and not heard (if since. High winds have spoilt 
most of the flying with this dub  but it is doubtful if many 
dubs could compete with these chaps for cross-country 
running! It looks as though indoor flying will flourish 
with tliis dub next winter. J. Maxwell a ready having put 
up a flight of 4 : 03 r.o.g.

I am pleased to hear that the SHOUTS M.A.C. is stag
ing something in the nature of a come-back, and wish them 
all success. Many new members have enrolled, and the 
possession of a line field and dub-room is a big advantage. 
A (lala Day is due for llank Holiday Sunday (too late for 
publicity here. Mr. R.), and here’s wishing them a good time.

The biplane record for the AN DOVER M.A.C. has gone 
to Mr. Ruiuiiold with a time of l : 40, other records being 
2 min. for the duration figure by K. Gilroy and 1 : 43 by 
J. Raker for the r.t.p. class.

Although little has been heard from tin* HAVES AND 
D.M.A..C. for some time past, it is still keeping its head 
above water, despite the prevailing times. As it has not 
been possible to arrange regular indoor meetings, a small 
group meet on Chobham Common (the nearest open space 
usable. 1(> miles from Mayes, unfortunately) for flying on 
Sundays. Members are still getting much enjoyment and 
success from large gliders. (It may be remembered that 
Haves flyers came lirst, third and fifth in last year's 
" Thurston ’· Cup). An exhibition of models during Hayes 

War Weapons Week assisted in raising £800.
1 am asked to state that the CARDIFF M.A.C. is 

definitely still in operation, the rumour having got around 
that they had packed up. All CardifFians please note. C. 
Stockland (a junior member) has raised the club biplane 
record to 1 : 05 with a model of his own design, while W. 
Cope, with a line model of the Art Chester Racer, has 
smashed the dull scale record. Unfortunately no times are 
given.

I. G. Hell and ll/di Copland on their visit to the Halifax 
Club. Find it cold up there, boys?

The EARN BOROUGH M.A.C'. has recommenced activi
ties, and although membership has Iveen depleted by the 
call for national service, live young ’tins and old 'tins are 
carrying on, having “ found M a new flying ground to 
replace the one ** lent ” to the R.A.F. tor the duration ! 
The lirst competition was won by O. W. Harris with a 
time of 3 :  30*8, with F. M. Harris runner-up with 3 : 05. 
A meeting has been arranged with the Aldershot Club.

The CHINGFORD M.F.C. were unlucky at the 
Northern Heights Open Day,” when a member lost his 
model on its first flight after 4 :0 7  o.«».s., thus losing his 
remaining two flights. However, fifth, eighth and tenth 
places and a second in the team event were some compensa
tion and I understand that many members will rememler 
a somewhat hectic journey ! When was this coming or 
going ?

The ROW’D ITCH (Derby) M.A.C. has amalgamated 
with the DERBY SHORT WAVE M.F.C.. and all corres
pondence should in future he addressed to the latter group.

A new club is being burned in Lough 
Ix'irough as a section of the. Holy Trinity 
Roys Chib, and an inaugural meeting 
is to he held on August 25th at 7.30 
p.m.. at Trinity Schoolroom, when all

\


